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SPRING 1624. THE SWEDISH COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF COUNT OXENSTIERNNA IS RAISING TROOPS IN DALECARLIA FOR THE POLISH CAMPAIGN. THE CANTEEN WOMAN ANNA FIERLING, KNOWN UNDER THE NAME OF MOTHER COURAGE, LOSES ONE SON.

Country road near a town.
A sergeant and a recruiter stand shivering.

RECRUITER: How can you muster a unit in a place like this? I’ve been thinking about suicide, sergeant. Here am I, got to find our commander four companies before the twelfth of the month, and people round here are so nasty I can’t sleep nights. S’pose I get hold of some bloke and shut my eye to his pigeon chest and varicose veins, I get him proper drunk, he signs on the line, I’m just settling up, he goes for a piss, I follow him to the door because I smell a rat; bob’s your uncle, he’s off like a flea with the itch. No notion of word of honour, loyalty, faith, sense of duty. This place has shattered my confidence in the human race, sergeant.

SERGEANT: It’s too long since they had a war here; stands to reason. Where’s their sense of morality to come from? Peace—that’s just a mess; takes a war to make order. Peace-time, the human race runs wild. People and cattle get buggered about, who cares? Everyone eats just as he feels inclined, a hunk of cheese on top of his nice white bread, and a slice of fat on top of the cheese. How many young blokes and good horses in that town there, nobody knows; they never thought of counting. I been in places ain’t seen a war for nigh seventy years: folks hadn’t got names to them, couldn’t tell one another apart. Takes a war to get proper nominal rolls and inventories—shoes in bundles and corn in
bags, and man and beast properly numbered and carted off, cause it stands to reason: no order, no war.

RECRUITER: Too true.

SERGEANT: Same with all good things, it's a job to get a war going. But once it's blossomed out there's no holding it; folk start fighting shy of peace like punters what can't stop for fear of having to tot up what they lost. Before that it's war they're fighting shy of. It's something new to them.

RECRUITER: Hey, here's a cart coming. Two tarts with two young fellows. Stop her, sergeant. If this one's a flop I'm not standing around in your spring winds any longer, I can tell you.

*SOUND OF A JEW'S-HARP.* DRAWN BY TWO YOUNG FELLOWS, A COVERED CART ROLLS IN. ON IT SIT MOTHER COURAGE AND HER DUMB DAUGHTER KATTRIN.

MOTHER COURAGE: Morning, sergeant.

SERGEANT blocking the way: Morning, all. And who are you?

MOTHER COURAGE: Business folk. Sings:

You captains, tell the drums to slacken  
And give your infanteers a break:  
It's Mother Courage with her waggon  
Full of the finest boots they make.  
With crawling lice and looted cattle  
With lumbering guns and straggling kit—  
How can you flog them into battle  
Unless you get them boots that fit?  
   The new year's come. The watchmen shout.  
   The thaw sets in. The dead remain.  
   Wherever life has not died out  
   It staggers to its feet again.

Captains, how can you make them face it—  
Marching to death without a brew?  
Courage has run with which to lace it  
And boil their souls and bodies through.  
Their musket primed, their stomach hollow—  
Captains, your men don't look so well.
So feed them up and let them follow
While you command them into hell.
The new year’s come. The watchmen shout.
The thaw sets in. The dead remain.
Wherever life has not died out
It staggers to its feet again.

SERGEANT: Halt! Who are you with, you trash?
SERGEANT: Where’s your papers?
MOTHER COURAGE: Papers?
THE YOUNGER SON: What, mean to say you don’t know
Mother Courage?
SERGEANT: Never heard of her. What’s she called Courage for?
MOTHER COURAGE: Courage is the name they gave me be-
cause I was scared of going broke, sergeant, so I drove me
cart right through the bombardment of Riga with fifty loaves
of bread aboard. They were going mouldy, it was high time,
hadn’t any choice really.
SERGEANT: Don’t be funny with me. Your papers.
MOTHER COURAGE pulling a bundle of papers from a tin box
and climbing down off the cart: That’s all my papers, ser-
geant. You’ll find a whole big missal from Altötting in Bavaria
for wrapping gherkins in, and a road map of Moravia, the
Lord knows when I’ll ever get there, might as well chuck it
away, and here’s a stamped certificate that my horse hasn’t got
foot-and-mouth, only he’s dead worse luck, cost fifteen florins
he did—not me luckily. That enough paper for you?
SERGEANT: You pulling my leg? I’ll knock that sauce out of
you. S’pose you know you got to have a licence.
MOTHER COURAGE: Talk proper to me, do you mind, and
don’t you dare say I’m pulling your leg in front of my unsul-
lied children, ’tain’t decent, I got no time for you. My honest
face, that’s me licence with the Second Regiment, and if it’s
too difficult for you to read there’s nowt I can do about it.
Nobody’s putting a stamp on that.
RECRUITER: Sergeant, methinks I smell insubordination in this
individual. What’s needed in our camp is obedience.
MOTHER COURAGE: Sausage, if you ask me.
Sergeant: Name.
MOTHER COURAGE: Anna Fierling.
Sergeant: You all called Fierling then?
MOTHER COURAGE: What d’you mean? It’s me’s called Fierling, not them.
Sergeant: Aren’t all this lot your children?
MOTHER COURAGE: You bet they are, but why should they all have to be called the same, eh? Pointing to her elder son: For instance, that one’s called Eilif Nojocki—Why? his father always claimed he was called Kojocki or Mojocki or something. The boy remembers him clearly, except that the one he remembers was someone else, a Frenchie with a little beard. Aside from that he’s got his father’s wits; that man knew how to snitch a peasant’s pants off his bum without him noticing. This way each of us has his own name, see.
Sergeant: What, each one different?
MOTHER COURAGE: Don’t tell me you ain’t never come across that.
Sergeant: So I s’pose he’s a Chinaman? Pointing to the younger son.
MOTHER COURAGE: Wrong. Swiss.
Sergeant: After the Frenchman?
MOTHER COURAGE: What Frenchman? I never heard tell of no Frenchman. You keep muddling things up, we’ll be hanging around here till dark. A Swiss, but called Fejos, and the name has nowt to do with his father. He was called something quite different and was a fortifications engineer, only drunk all the time.
Swiss Cheese beams and nods; dumb Kattrin too is amused.
Sergeant: How in hell can he be called Fejos?
MOTHER COURAGE: I don’t like to be rude, sergeant, but you ain’t got much imagination, have you? Course he’s called Fejos, because when he arrived I was with a Hungarian, very decent fellow, had terrible kidney trouble though he never touched a drop. The boy takes after him.
Sergeant: But he wasn’t his father ...
MOTHER COURAGE: Took after him just the same. I call him
Swiss Cheese. **Pointing to her daughter:** And that’s Kattrin Haupt, she’s half German.

**Sergeant:** Nice family, I must say.

**Mother Courage:** Aye, me cart and me have seen the world.

**Sergeant:** I’m writing all this down. *He writes.* And you’re from Bamberg in Bavaria; how d’you come to be here?

**Mother Courage:** Can’t wait till war chooses to visit Bamberg, can I?

**Recruiter to Eilif:** You two should be called Jacob Ox and Esau Ox, pulling the cart like that. I s’pose you never get out of harness?

**Eilif:** Ma, can I clobber him one? I wouldn’t half like to.

**Mother Courage:** And I says you can’t; just you stop where you are. And now two fine officers like you, I bet you could use a good pistol, or a belt buckle, yours is on its last legs, sergeant.

**Sergeant:** I could use something else. Those boys are healthy as young birch trees, I observe: chests like barrels, solid leg muscles. So why are they dodging their military service, may I ask?

**Mother Courage quickly:** Not to doing, sergeant. Yours is no trade for my kids.

**Recruiter:** But why not? There’s good money in it, glory too. Flogging boots is women’s work. *To Eilif:* Come here, let’s see if you’ve muscles in you or if you’re a chicken.

**Mother Courage:** He’s a chicken. Give him a fierce look, he’ll fall over.

**Recruiter:** Killing a young bull that happens to be in his way. *Wants to lead him off.*

**Mother Courage:** Let him alone, will you? He’s nowt for you folk.

**Recruiter:** He was crudely offensive and talked about clobbering me. The two of us are going to step into that field and settle it man to man.

**Eilif:** Don’t you worry, mum, I’ll fix him.

**Mother Courage:** Stop there! You varmint! I know you, nowt but fights. There’s a knife down his boot. A slasher, that’s what he is.
RECRUITER: I’ll draw it out of him like a milk-tooth. Come along, sonny.

MOTHER COURAGE: Sergeant, I’ll tell the colonel. He’ll have you both in irons. The lieutenant’s going out with my daughter.


MOTHER COURAGE: He’s nowt but a child. You want to take him off to slaughterhouse, I know you lot. They’ll give you five florins for him.

RECRUITER: First he’s going to get a smart cap and boots, eh?

EILIF: Not from you.

MOTHER COURAGE: Let’s both go fishing, said angler to worm. To Swiss Cheese: Run off, call out they’re trying to kidnap your brother. She pulls a knife: Go on, you kidnap him, just try. I’ll slit you open, trash. I’ll teach you to make war with him. We’re doing an honest trade in ham and linen, and we’re peaceable folk.

SERGEANT: Peaceable I don’t think; look at your knife. You should be ashamed of yourself; put that knife away, you old harridan. A minute back you were admitting you live off the war, how else should you live, what from? But how’s anyone to have war without soldiers?

MOTHER COURAGE: No need for it to be my kids.

SERGEANT: Oh, you’d like war to eat the pips but spit out the apple? It’s to fatten up your kids, but you won’t invest in it. Got to look after itself, eh? And you called Courage, fancy that. Scared of the war that keeps you going? Your sons aren’t scared of it, I can see that.

EILIF: Take more than a war to scare me.

SERGEANT: And why? Look at me: has army life done all that badly by me? Joined up at seventeen.

MOTHER COURAGE: Still got to reach seventy.

SERGEANT: I don’t mind waiting.

MOTHER COURAGE: Under the sod, eh?

SERGEANT: You trying to insult me, saying I’ll die?

MOTHER COURAGE: S’pose it’s true? S’pose I can see the mark’s on you? S’pose you look like a corpse on leave to me? Eh?
SWISS CHEESE: She’s got second sight, Mother has.
RECRUITER: Go ahead, tell the sergeant’s fortune, might amuse him.
MOTHER COURAGE: Gimme helmet. *He gives it to her.*
SERGEANT: It don’t mean a bloody sausage. Anything for a laugh though.
MOTHER COURAGE *taking out a sheet of parchment and tearing it up*: Eilif, Swiss Cheese and Kattrin, may all of us be torn apart like this if we lets ourselves get too mixed up in the war. *To the Sergeant*: Just for you I’m doing it for free. Black’s for death. I’m putting a big black cross on this slip of paper.
SWISS CHEESE: Leaving the other one blank, see?
MOTHER COURAGE: Then I fold them across and shake them. All of us is jumbled together like this from our mother’s womb, and now draw a slip and you’ll know. *The Sergeant hesitates.*
RECRUITER to Eilif: I don’t take just anybody, they all know I’m choosey, but you got the kind of fire I like to see.
SERGEANT *fishing in the helmet*: Too silly. Load of eyewash.
SWISS CHEESE: Drawn a black cross, he has. Write him off.
RECRUITER: They’re having you on; not everybody’s name’s on a bullet.
SERGEANT *hoarsely*: You’ve put me in the shit.
MOTHER COURAGE: Did that yourself the day you became a soldier. Come along, let’s move on now. ’Tain’t every day we have a war, I got to get stirring.
SERGEANT: God damn it, you can’t kid me. We’re taking that bastard of yours for a soldier.
EILIF: Swiss Cheese’d like to be a soldier too.
MOTHER COURAGE: First I’ve heard of that. You’ll have to draw too, all three of you. *She goes to the rear to mark crosses on further slips.*
RECRUITER to Eilif: One of the things they say against us is that it’s all holy-holy in the Swedish camp; but that’s a malicious rumour to do us down. There’s no hymn-singing but Sundays, just a single verse, and then only for those got voices.
MOTHER COURAGE coming back with the slips, which she drops into the sergeant’s helmet: Trying to get away from their ma, the devils, off to war like calves to salt-lick. But I’m making you draw lots, and that’ll show you the world is no vale of joys with ‘Come along, son, we need a few more generals’. Sergeant, I’m so scared they won’t get through the war. Such dreadful characters, all three of them. She hands the helmet to Eilif. Hey, come on, fish out your slip. He fishes one out, unfolds it. She snatches it from him. There you are, it’s a cross. Oh, wretched mother that I am, oh pain-racked giver of birth! Shall he die? Aye, in the springtime of life he is doomed. If he becomes a soldier he shall bite the dust, it’s plain to see. He is too foolhardy, like his dad was. And if he ain’t sensible he’ll go the way of all flesh, his slip proves it. Shouts at him: You going to be sensible?

EILIF: Why not?

MOTHER COURAGE: Sensible thing is stay with your mother, never mind if they poke fun at you and call you chicken, just you laugh.

RECRUITER: If you’re pissing in your pants I’ll make do with your brother.

MOTHER COURAGE: I told you laugh. Go on, laugh. Now you draw, Swiss Cheese. I’m not so scared on your account, you’re honest. He fishes in the helmet. Oh, why look at your slip in that strange way? It’s got to be a blank. There can’t be any cross on it. Surely I’m not going to lose you. She takes the slip. A cross? What, you too? Is that because you’re so simple, perhaps? Oh Swiss Cheese, you too will be sunk if you don’t stay utterly honest all the while, like I taught you from childhood when you brought the change back from the baker’s. Else you can’t save yourself. Look, sergeant, that’s a black cross, ain’t it?

SERGEANT: A cross, that’s right. Can’t think how I come to get one. I always stay in the rear. To the recruiter: There’s no catch. Her own family get it too.

SWISS CHEESE: I get it too. But I listen to what I’m told.

MOTHER COURAGE to Katrin: And now you’re the only one I know’s all right, you’re a cross yourself; got a kind heart you
have. Holds the helmet up to her on the cart, but takes the slip out herself. No, that’s too much. That can’t be right; must have made a mistake shuffling. Don’t be too kind-hearted, Kattrin, you’ll have to give it up, there’s a cross above your path too. Lie doggo, girl, it can’t be that hard once you’re born dumb. Right, all of you know now. Look out for yourselves, you’ll need to. And now up we get and on we go. She climbs on to the cart.

RECRUITER to the sergeant: Do something.

SERGEANT: I don’t feel very well.

RECRUITER: Must of caught a chill taking your helmet off in that wind. Involve her in a deal. Aloud: Might as well have a look at that belt-buckle, sergeant. After all, our friends here have to live by their business. Hey, you people, the sergeant wants to buy that belt-buckle.

MOTHER COURAGE: Half a florin. Two florins is what a belt like that’s worth. Climbs down again.

SERGEANT: ’Tain’t new. Let me get out of this damned wind and have a proper look at it. Goes behind the cart with the buckle.

MOTHER COURAGE: Ain’t what I call windy.

SERGEANT: I s’pose it might be worth half a florin, it’s silver.

MOTHER COURAGE joining him behind the cart: It’s six solid ounces.

RECRUITER to Eilif: And then we men’ll have one together. Got your bounty money here, come along. Eilif stands undecided.

MOTHER COURAGE: Half a florin it is.

SERGEANT: It beats me. I’m always at the rear. Sergeant’s the safest job there is. You can send the others up front, cover themselves with glory. Me dinner hour’s properly spoiled. Shan’t be able to hold nowt down, I know.

MOTHER COURAGE: Mustn’t let it prey on you so’s you can’t eat. Just stay at the rear. Here, take a swig of brandy, man. Gives him a drink.

RECRUITER has taken Eilif by the arm and is leading him away up stage: Ten florins bounty money, then you’re a gallant fellow fighting for the king and women’ll be after you like flies. And you can clobber me for free for insulting you. Exeunt both.
Dumb Kattrin leans down from the cart and makes hoarse noises.

Mother Courage: All right, Kattrin, all right. Sergeant's just paying. Bites the half-florin. I got no faith in any kind of money. Burnt child, that's me, sergeant. This coin's good, though. And now let's get moving. Where's Eilif?

Swiss Cheese: Went off with the recruiter.

Mother Courage stands quite still, then: You simpleton. To Kattrin: 'Tain't your fault, you can't speak, I know.

Sergeant: Could do with a swig yourself, ma. That's life. Plenty worse things than being a soldier. Want to live off war, but keep yourself and family out of it, eh?

Mother Courage: You'll have to help your brother pull now, Kattrin.

Brother and sister hitch themselves to the cart and start pulling. Mother Courage walks alongside. The cart rolls on.

Sergeant looking after them:

Like the war to nourish you?
Have to feed it something too.
IN THE YEARS 1625 AND 1626 MOTHER COURAGE CROSSES POLAND IN THE TRAIN OF THE SWEDISH ARMIES. BEFORE THE FORTRESS OF WALLHOF SHE MEETS HER SON AGAIN. SUCCESSFUL SALE OF A CAPON AND HEYDAY OF HER DASHING SON.

The general’s tent.

Beside it, his kitchen. Thunder of cannon. The cook is arguing with Mother Courage, who wants to sell him a capon.

THE COOK: Sixty hellers for a miserable bird like that?
MOTHER COURAGE: Miserable bird? This fat brute? Mean to say some greedy old general—and watch your step if you got nowt for his dinner—can’t afford sixty hellers for him?
THE COOK: I can get a dozen like that for ten hellers just down the road.
MOTHER COURAGE: What, a capon like this you can get just down the road? In time of siege, which means hunger that tears your guts. A rat you might get: ‘might’ I say because they’re all being gobbled up, five men spending best part of day chasing one hungry rat. Fifty hellers for a giant capon in time of siege!
THE COOK: But it ain’t us having the siege, it’s t’other side. We’re conducting the siege, can’t you get that in your head?
MOTHER COURAGE: But we got nowt to eat too, even worse than them in the town. Took it with them, didn’t they? They’re having a high old time, everyone says. And look at us! I been to the peasants, there’s nowt there.
THE COOK: There’s plenty. They’re sitting on it.
MOTHER COURAGE triumphantly: They ain’t. They’re bust, that’s what they are. Just about starving. I saw some, were grubbing up roots from sheer hunger, licking their fingers
after they boiled some old leather strap. That's way it is. And me got a capon here and supposed to take forty hellers for it.

**THE COOK:** Thirty, not forty. I said thirty.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Here, this ain't just any old capon. It was such a gifted beast, I been told, it could only eat to music, had a military march of its own. It could count, it was that intelligent. And you say forty hellers is too much? General will make mincemeat of you if there's nowt on his table.

**THE COOK:** See what I'm doing? *He takes a piece of beef and puts his knife to it.* Here I got a bit of beef, I'm going to roast it. Make up your mind quick.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Go on, roast it. It's last year's.

**THE COOK:** Last night's. That animal was still alive and kicking, I saw him myself.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Alive and stinking, you mean.

**THE COOK:** I'll cook him five hours if need be. I'll just see if he's still tough. *He cuts into it.*

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Put plenty of pepper on it so his lordship the general don't smell the pong.

_The general, a chaplain and Eilif enter the tent._

**THE GENERAL slapping Eilif on the shoulder:** Now then, Eilif my son, into your general's tent with you and sit thou at my right hand. For you accomplished a deed of heroism, like a pious cavalier, and doing what you did for God, and in a war of religion at that, is something I commend in you most highly, you shall have a gold bracelet as soon as we've taken this town. Here we are, come to save their souls for them, and what do those insolent dung-encrusted yokels go and do? Drive their beef away from us. They stuff it into those priests of theirs all right, back and front, but you taught 'em manners, ha! So here's a pot of red wine for you, the two of us'll knock it back at one gulp. *They do so.* Piss all for the chaplain, the old bigot. And now, what would you like for dinner, my darling?

**EILIF:** A bit of meat, why not?

**THE GENERAL:** Cook! Meat!

**THE COOK:** And then he goes and brings guests when there's nowt there.

_Mother Courage silences him so she can listen._
EILIF: Hungry job cutting down peasants.
MOTHER COURAGE: Jesus Christ, it’s my Eilif.
THE COOK: Your what?
MOTHER COURAGE: My eldest boy. It’s two years since I lost
sight of him, they pinched him from me on the road, must
think well of him if the general’s asking him to dinner, and
what kind of a dinner can you offer? Nowt. You heard what
the visitor wishes to eat: meat. Take my tip, you settle for the
capon, it’ll be a florin.
THE GENERAL has sat down with Eilif, and bellows: Food,
lamb, you foul cook, or I’ll have your hide.
THE COOK: Give it over, dammit, this is blackmail.
MOTHER COURAGE: Didn’t someone say it was a miserable
bird?
THE COOK: Miserable; give it over, and a criminal price, fifty
hellers.
MOTHER COURAGE: A florin, I said. For my eldest boy, the
general’s guest, no expense is too great for me.
THE COOK gives her the money: You might at least pluck it
while I see to the fire.
MOTHER COURAGE sits down to pluck the fowl: He won’t half
be surprised to see me. He’s my dashing clever son. Then I
got a stupid one too, he’s honest though. The girl’s nowt.
One good thing, she don’t talk.
THE GENERAL: Drink up, my son, this is my best Falernian;
only got a barrel or two left, but that’s nothing to pay for a
sign that there’s still true faith to be found in my army. As for
that shepherd of souls he can just look on, because all he does
is preach, without the least idea how it’s to be carried out.
And now, my son Eilif, tell us more about the neat way you
smashed those yokels and captured the twenty oxen. Let’s
hope they get here soon.
EILIF: A day or two at most.
MOTHER COURAGE: Thoughtful of our Eilif not to bring the
oxen in till tomorrow, else you lot wouldn’t have looked
twice at my capon.
EILIF: Well, it was like this, see. I’d heard peasants had been driv-
ing the oxen they’d hidden, out of the forest into one particular
wood, on the sly and mostly by night. That’s where people
from the town were s’posed to come and pick them up. So I
holds off and lets them drive their oxen together, reckoning
they’d be better than me at finding ’em. I had my blokes
slavered after the meat, cut their emergency rations even
further for a couple of days till their mouths was watering at
the least sound of any word beginning with ‘me-’, like
‘measles’ say.

THE GENERAL: Very clever of you.

EILIF: Possibly. The rest was a piece of cake. Except that the
peasants had cudgels and outnumbered us three to one and
made a murderous attack on us. Four of ’em shoved me into
a thicket, knocked my sword from my hand and bawled out
‘Surrender!’ What’s the answer, I wondered; they’re going to
make mincemeat of me.

THE GENERAL: What did you do?

EILIF: I laughed.

THE GENERAL: You did what?

EILIF: Laughed. So we got talking. I put it on a business foot-
ing from the start, told them ‘Twenty florins a head’s too
much. I’ll give you fifteen’. As I was meaning to pay. That
threw them, and they began scratching their heads. In a flash
I’d picked up my sword and was hacking ’em to pieces. Ne-
cessity’s the mother of invention, eh, sir?

THE GENERAL: What is your view, pastor of souls?

THE CHAPLAIN: That phrase is not strictly speaking in the
Bible, but when Our Lord turned the five loaves into five
hundred there was no war on and he could tell people to love
their neighbours as they’d had enough to eat. Today it’s an-
other story.

THE GENERAL laughs: Quite another story. You can have a
swig after all for that, you old Pharisee. To Eilif: Hacked ’em
to pieces, did you, so my gallant lads can get a proper bite to
eat? What do the Scriptures say? ‘Whatsoever thou doest for
the least of my brethren, thou doest for me’. And what did
you do for them? Got them a good square meal of beef, be-
cause they’re not accustomed to mouldy bread, the old way
was to fix a cold meal of rolls and wine in your helmet before
you went out to fight for God.
EILIF: Aye, in a flash I’d picked up my sword and was hacking
them to pieces.
THE GENERAL: You’ve the makings of a young Caesar. You
ought to see the King.
EILIF: I have from a distance. He kind of glows. I’d like to
model myself on him.
THE GENERAL: You’ve got something in common already. I ap-
preciate soldiers like you, Eilif, men of courage. Somebody
like that I treat as I would my own son. He leads him over to
the map. Have a look at the situation, Eilif; it’s a long haul
still.
MOTHER COURAGE who has been listening and now angrily
plucks the fowl: That must be a rotten general.
THE COOK: He’s ravenous all right, but why rotten?
MOTHER COURAGE: Because he’s got to have men of courage,
that’s why. If he knew how to plan a proper campaign what
would he be needing men of courage for? Ordinary ones
would do. It’s always the same; whenever there’s a load of
special virtues around it means something stinks.
THE COOK: I thought it meant things is all right.
MOTHER COURAGE: No, that they stink. Look, s’pose some
general or king is bone stupid and leads his men up shit
creek, then those men’ve got to be fearless, there’s another
virtue for you. S’pose he’s stingy and hires too few soldiers,
they they got to be a crowd of Herculeses. And s’pose he’s
slapdash and don’t give a bugger, then they got to be clever as
monkeys else their number’s up. Same way they got to show
exceptional loyalty each time he gives them impossible jobs.
Nowt but virtues no proper country and no decent king or
general would ever need. In decent countries folk don’t have
to have virtues, the whole lot can be perfectly ordinary, aver-
age intelligence, and for all I know cowards.
THE GENERAL: I’ll wager your father was a soldier.
EILIF: A great soldier, I been told. My mother warned me
about it. There’s a song I know.
THE GENERAL: Sing it to us. Roars: When’s that dinner coming?
EILIF: It’s called The Song of the Girl and the Soldier.
   _He sings it, dancing a war dance with his sabre:_

   The guns blaze away, and the bay’nit’ll slay
   And the water can’t hardly be colder.
   What’s the answer to ice? Keep off’s my advice!
   That’s what the girl told the soldier.
   Next thing the soldier, wiv’ a round up the spout
   Hears the band playing and gives a great shout:
   Why, it’s marching what makes you a soldier!
   So it’s down to the south and then northwards once more:
   See him catching that bay’nit in his naked paw!
   That’s what his comrades done told her.

   Oh, do not despise the advice of the wise
   Learn wisdom from those that are older
   And don’t try for things that are out of your reach—
   That’s what the girl told the soldier.
   Next thing the soldier, his bay’nit in place
   Wades into the river and laughs in her face
   Though the water comes up to his shoulder.
   When the shingle roof glints in the light o’ the moon
   We’ll be wiv’ you again, not a moment too soon!
   That’s what his comrades done told her.

MOTHER COURAGE _takes up the song in the kitchen, beating
   on a pot with her spoon:_

   You’ll go out like a light! And the sun’ll take flight
   For your courage just makes us feel colder.
   Oh, that vanishing light! May God see that it’s right!—
   That’s what the girl told the soldier.

EILIF: What’s that?

MOTHER COURAGE _continues singing:_
Next thing the soldier, his bay’nit in place
Was caught by the current and went down without trace
And the water couldn’t hardly be colder.
The shingle roof froze in the light o’ the moon
As both soldier and ice drifted down to their doom—
And d’you know what his comrades done told her?

He went out like a light. And the sunshine took flight
For his courage just made ’em feel colder.
Oh, do not despise the advice of the wise!
That’s what the girl told the soldier.

**THE GENERAL:** The things they get up to in my kitchen these days.

**EILIF** has gone into the kitchen. He flings his arms round his mother: Fancy seeing you again, ma! Where’s the others?

**MOTHER COURAGE in his arms:** Snug as a bug in a rug. They made Swiss Cheese paymaster of the Second Finnish; any road he’ll stay out of fighting that way, I couldn’t keep him out altogether.

**EILIF:** How’s the old feet?

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Bit tricky getting me shoes on of a morning.

**THE GENERAL** has joined them: So you’re his mother, I hope you’ve got plenty more sons for me like this one.

**EILIF:** Ain’t it my lucky day? You sitting out there in the kitchen, ma, hearing your son commended . . .

**MOTHER COURAGE:** You bet I heard. *Slaps his face.*

**EILIF holding his cheek:** What’s that for? Taking the oxen?

**MOTHER COURAGE:** No. Not surrendering when those four went for you and wanted to make mincemeat of you. Didn’t I say you should look after yourself? You Finnish devil!

*The general and the chaplain stand in the doorway laughing.*
THREE YEARS LATER MOTHER COURAGE
IS TAKEN PRISONER ALONG WITH ELEMENTS OF A
FINNISH REGIMENT. SHE MANAGES TO SAVE HER
DAUGHTER, LIKewise HER COVERED CART,
BUT HER HONEST SON IS KILLED.

Military camp.
Afternoon. A flagpole with the regimental flag. From her cart,
estooned now with all kinds of goods, Mother Courage has
stretched a washing line to a large cannon, across which she
and Kattrin are folding the washing. She is bargaining at the
same time with an armourer over a sack of shot. Swiss Cheese,
now wearing a paymaster’s uniform, is looking on.

A comely person, Yvette Pottier, is sewing a gaily coloured
hat, a glass of brandy before her. She is in her stockinged feet,
having laid aside her red high-heeled boots.

THE ARMOURER: I’ll let you have that shot for a couple of
florins. It’s cheap at the price, I got to have the money be-
cause the colonel’s been boozing with his officers since two
days back, and the drink’s run out.
MOTHER COURAGE: That’s troops’ munitions. They catch me
with that, I’m for court-martial. You crooks flog the shot, and
troops got nowt to fire at enemy.
THE ARMOURER: Have a heart, can’t you; you scratch my back
and I’ll scratch yours.
MOTHER COURAGE: I’m not taking army property. Not at that
price.
THE ARMOURER: You can sell it on the q.t. tonight to the
Fourth Regiment’s armourer for five florins, eight even, if
you let him have a receipt for twelve. He’s right out of am-
munition.
MOTHER COURAGE: Why not you do it?
THE ARMOURER: I don't trust him, he's a pal of mine.
MOTHER COURAGE takes the sack: Gimme. To Kattrin: Take it away and pay him a florin and a half. The armourer protests. I said a florin and a half. Kattrin drags the sack up-stage, the armourer following her. Mother Courage addresses Swiss Cheese: Here's your woollies, now look after them, it's October and autumn may set in any time. I ain't saying it's got to, 'cause I've learned nowt's got to come when you think it will, not even seasons of the year. But your regimental accounts got to add up right, come what may. Do they add up right?
SWISS CHEESE: Yes, mother.
MOTHER COURAGE: Don't you forget they made you paymaster cause you was honest, not dashing like your brother, and above all so stupid. I bet you ain't even thought of clearing off with it, no not you. That's a big consolation to me. And don't lose those woollies.
SWISS CHEESE: No, mother, I'll put them under my mattress.
Begins to go.
THE ARMOURER: I'll go along with you, paymaster.
MOTHER COURAGE: And don't you start learning him none of your tricks.
The armourer leaves with Swiss Cheese without any farewell gesture.
YVETTE waving to him: No reason not to say goodbye, armourer.
MOTHER COURAGE to Yvette: I don't like to see them together. He's wrong company for our Swiss Cheese. Oh well, war's off to a good start. Easily take four, five years before all countries are in. A bit of foresight, don't do nothing silly, and business'll flourish. Don't you know you ain't s'posed to drink before midday with your complaint?
YVETTE: Complaint, who says so, it's a libel.
MOTHER COURAGE: They all say so.
YVETTE: Because they're all telling lies, Mother Courage, and me at my wits' end cause they're all avoiding me like something the cat brought in thanks to those lies, what the hell am
I remodelling my hat for? *She throws it away*. That’s why I drink before midday. Never used to, gives you crows’ feet, but now what the hell? All the Second Finnish know me. Ought to have stayed at home when my first fellow did me wrong. No good our sort being proud. Eat shit, that’s what you got to do, or down you go.

**Mother Courage:** Now don’t you start up again about that Pieter of yours and how it all happened, in front of my innocent daughter too.

**Yvette:** She’s the one should hear it, put her off love.

**Mother Courage:** Nobody can put ’em off that.

**Yvette:** Then I’ll go on, get it off my chest. It all starts with yours truly growing up in lovely Flanders, else I’d never of seen him and wouldn’t be stuck here now in Poland, cause he was an army cook, fair-haired, a Dutchman but thin for once. Kattrin, watch out for the thin ones, only in those days I didn’t know that, or that he’d got a girl already, or that they all called him Puffing Piet cause he never took his pipe out of his mouth when he was on the job, it meant that little to him. *She sings the Song of Fraternisation:*

> When I was only sixteen  
> The foe came into our land.  
> He laid aside his sabre  
> And with a smile he took my hand.  
> After the May parade  
> The May light starts to fade.  
> The regiment dressed by the right  
> The drums were beaten, that’s the drill.  
> The foe took us behind the hill  
> And fraternised all night.

> There were so many foes then  
> But mine worked in the mess.  
> I loathed him in the daytime.  
> At night I loved him none the less.  
> After the May parade  
> The May light starts to fade.
The regiment dressed by the right
The drums were beaten, that's the drill.
The foe took us behind the hill
And fraternised all night.

The love which came upon me
Was wished on me by fate.
My friends could never grasp why
I found it hard to share their hate.
The fields were wet with dew
When sorrow first I knew.
The regiment dressed by the right
The drums were beaten, that's the drill.
And then the foe, my lover still
Went marching out of sight.

I followed him, fool that I was, but I never found him, and that was five years back. *She walks unsteadily behind the cart.*

**Mother Courage:** You left your hat here.

**Yvette:** Anyone wants it can have it.

**Mother Courage:** Let that be a lesson, Kattrin. Don't you start anything with them soldiers. Love makes the world go round, I'm warning you. Even with fellows not in the army it's no bed of roses. He says he'd like to kiss the ground your feet walk on—reminds me, did you wash them yesterday?—and after that you're his skivvy. Be thankful you're dumb, then you can't contradict yourself and won't be wanting to bite your tongue off for speaking the truth; it's a godsend, being dumb is. And here comes the general's cook, now what's he after?

*Enter the cook and the chaplain.*

**The Chaplain:** I have a message for you from your son Eilif, and the cook has come along because you made such a profound impression on him.

**The Cook:** I just came along to get a bit of air.

**Mother Courage:** That you can always do here if you behave yourself, and if you don't I can deal with you. What does he want? I got no spare cash.
THE CHAPLAIN: Actually I had a message for his brother the paymaster.

MOTHER COURAGE: He ain’t here now nor anywhere else neither. He ain’t his brother’s paymaster. He’s not to lead him into temptation nor be clever at his expense. Giving him money from the purse slung round her: Give him this, it’s a sin, he’s banking on mother’s love and ought to be ashamed of himself.

THE COOK: Not for long, he’ll have to be moving off with the regiment, might be to his death. Give him a bit extra, you’ll be sorry later. You women are tough, then later on you’re sorry. A little glass of brandy wouldn’t have been a problem, but it wasn’t offered and, who knows, a bloke may lie beneath the green sod and none of you people will ever be able to dig him up again.

THE CHAPLAIN: Don’t give way to your feelings, cook. To fall in battle is a blessing, not an inconvenience, and why? It is a war of faith. None of your common wars but a special one, fought for the faith and therefore pleasing to God.

THE COOK: Very true. It’s a war all right in one sense, what with requisitioning, murder and looting and the odd bit of rape thrown in, but different from all the other wars because it’s a war of faith; stands to reason. But it’s thirsty work at that, you must admit.

THE CHAPLAIN to Mother Courage, indicating the cook: I tried to stop him, but he says he’s taken a shine to you, you figure in his dreams.

THE COOK lighting a stumpy pipe: Just want a glass of brandy from a fair hand, what harm in that? Only I’m groggy already cause the chaplain here’s been telling such jokes all the way along you bet I’m still blushing.

MOTHER COURAGE: Him a clergyman too. I’d best give the pair of you a drink or you’ll start making me immoral suggestions cause you’ve nowt else to do.

THE CHAPLAIN: Behold a temptation, said the court preacher, and fell. Turning back to look at Kattra in as he leaves: And who is this entrancing young person?

MOTHER COURAGE: That ain’t an entrancing but a decent
young person. The chaplain and the cook go behind the cart with Mother Courage. Kattrin looks after them, then walks away from her washing towards the hat. She picks it up and sits down, pulling the red boots towards her. Mother Courage can be heard in the background talking politics with the chaplain and the cook.

MOTHER COURAGE: Those Poles here in Poland had no business sticking their noses in. Right, our king moved in on them, horse and foot, but did they keep the peace? No, went and stuck their noses into their own affairs, they did, and fell on the king just as he was quietly clearing off. They committed a breach of peace, that’s what, so blood’s on their own head.

THE CHAPLAIN: All our king minded about was freedom. The emperor had made slaves of them all, Poles and Germans alike, and the king had to liberate them.

THE COOK: Just what I say, your brandy’s first rate, I weren’t mistaken in your face, but talk of the king, it cost the king dear trying to give freedom to Germany, what with giving Sweden the salt tax, what cost the poor folk a bit, so I’ve heard, on top of which he had to have the Germans locked up and drawn and quartered ’cause they wanted to carry on slaving for the emperor. Course the king took a serious view when anybody didn’t want to be free. He set out by just trying to project Poland against bad people, particularly the emperor, then it started to become a habit till he ended up protecting the whole of Germany. They didn’t half kick. So the poor old king’s had nowt but trouble for all his kindness and expenses, and that’s something he had to make up for by taxes of course, which caused bad blood, not that he’s let a little matter like that depress him. One thing he had on his side, God’s word, that was a help. Because otherwise folk would of been saying he done it all for himself and to make a bit on the side. So he’s always had a good conscience, which was the main point.

MOTHER COURAGE: Anyone can see you’re no Swede or you wouldn’t be talking that way about the Hero King.

THE CHAPLAIN: After all he provides the bread you eat.
THE COOK: I don’t eat it, I bake it.

MOTHER COURAGE: They’ll never beat him, and why, his men got faith in him. Seriously: To go by what the big shots say, they’re waging war for almighty God and in the name of everything that’s good and lovely. But look closer, they ain’t so silly, they’re waging it for what they can get. Else little folk like me wouldn’t be in it at all.

THE COOK: That’s the way it is.

THE CHAPLAIN: As a Dutchman you’d do better to glance at the flag above your head before venting your opinions here in Poland.

MOTHER COURAGE: All good Lutherans here. Prosit!

Katrin has put on Yvette’s hat and begun strutting around in imitation of her way of walking.

Suddenly there is a noise of cannon fire and shooting. Drums. Mother Courage, the cook and the chaplain rush out from behind the cart, the two last-named still carrying their glasses. The armourer and another soldier run up to the cannon and try to push it away.

MOTHER COURAGE: What’s happening? Wait till I’ve taken my washing down, you louts! She tries to rescue her washing.

THE ARMOURER: The Catholics! Broken through. Don’t know if we’ll get out of here. To the soldier: Get that gun shifted! Runs on.

THE COOK: God, I must find the general. Courage, I’ll drop by in a day or two for another talk.

MOTHER COURAGE: Wait, you forgot your pipe.

THE COOK in the distance: Keep it for me. I’ll be needing it.

MOTHER COURAGE: Would happen just as we’re making a bit of money.

THE CHAPLAIN: Ah well, I’ll be going too. Indeed, if the enemy is so close as that it might be dangerous. Blesséd are the peacemakers is the motto in wartime. If only I had a cloak to cover me.

MOTHER COURAGE: I ain’t lending no cloaks, not on your life. I been had too often.

THE CHAPLAIN: But my faith makes it particularly dangerous for me.
MOTHER COURAGE gets him a cloak: Goes against my conscience, this does. Now you run along.

THE CHAPLAIN: Thank you, dear lady, that’s very generous of you, but I think it might be wiser for me to remain seated here; it could arouse suspicion and bring the enemy down on me if I were seen to run.

MOTHER COURAGE to the soldier: Leave it, you fool, who’s going to pay you for that? I’ll look after it for you, you’re risking your neck.

THE SOLDIER running away: You can tell ’em I tried.

MOTHER COURAGE: Cross my heart. Sees her daughter with the hat. What you doing with that strumpet’s hat? Take that lid off, you gone crazy? And the enemy arriving any minute! Pulls the hat off Kattrin’s head. Want ’em to pick you up and make a prostitute of you? And she’s gone and put those boots on, whore of Babylon! Off with those boots! Tries to tug them off her. Jesus Christ, chaplain, gimme a hand, get those boots off her, I’ll be right back. Runs to the cart.

YVETTE arrives, powdering her face: Fancy that, the Catholics are coming. Where’s my hat? Who’s been kicking it around? I can’t go about looking like this if the Catholics are coming. What’ll they think of me? No mirror either. To the chaplain: How do I look? Too much powder?

THE CHAPLAIN: Exactly right.

YVETTE: And where are them red boots? Fails to find them as Kattrin hides her feet under her skirt. I left them here all right. Now I’ll have to get to me tent barefoot. It’s an outrage. Exit.

Swiss Cheese runs in carrying in a small box.

MOTHER COURAGE arrives with her hands full of ashes. To Kattrin: Here are some ashes. To Swiss Cheese: What’s that you’re carrying?

Swiss Cheese: Regimental cash box.

MOTHER COURAGE: Chuck it away. No more paymastering for you.

Swiss Cheese: I’m responsible. He goes to the rear.

MOTHER COURAGE to the chaplain: Take your clerical togs off, padre, or they’ll spot you under that cloak. She rubs Kat-
trin’s face with ash. Keep still, will you? There you are, a bit of muck and you’ll be safe. What a disaster. Sentries were drunk. Hide your light under a bushel, it says. Take a soldier, specially a Catholic one, add a clean face, and there’s your instant whore. For weeks they get nowt to eat, then soon as they manage to get it by looting they’re falling on anything in skirts. That ought to do. Let’s have a look. Not bad. Looks like you been grubbing in a muckheap. Stop trembling. Nothing’ll happen to you like that. *To Swiss Cheese*: Where d’you leave the cash box?

**Swiss Cheese**: Thought I’d put it in cart.

**Mother Courage** *horrified*: What, my cart? Sheer criminal idiocy. Only take me eyes off you one instant. Hang us all three, they will.

**Swiss Cheese**: I’ll put it somewhere else then, or clear out with it.

**Mother Courage**: You sit on it, it’s too late now.

**Chaplain** *who is changing his clothes downstairs*: For heaven’s sake, the flag!

**Mother Courage** *hauls down the regimental flag*: Bozhe moi! I’d given up noticing it were there. Twenty-five years I’ve had it.

*The thunder of cannon intensifies.*

A morning three days later. *The cannon has gone. Mother Courage, Kattrin, the chaplain and Swiss Cheese are sitting gloomily over a meal.*

**Swiss Cheese**: That’s three days I been sitting around with nowt to do, and sergeant’s always been kind to me but any moment now he’ll start asking where’s Swiss Cheese with the pay box?

**Mother Courage**: You thank your stars they ain’t after you.

**The Chaplain**: What can I say? I can’t even hold a service here, it might make trouble for me. Whosoever hath a full heart, his tongue runneth over, it says, but heaven help me if mine starts running over.
MOTHER COURAGE: That's how it goes. Here they sit, one with his faith and the other with his cash box. Dunno which is more dangerous.

THE CHAPLAIN: We are all of us in God's hands.

MOTHER COURAGE: Oh, I don't think it's as bad as that yet, though I must say I can't sleep nights. If it weren't for you, Swiss Cheese, things'd be easier. I think I got meself cleared. I told 'em I didn't hold with Antichrist, the Swedish one with horns on, and I'd observed the left horn was a bit unserviceable. Half way through their interrogation I asked where I could get church candles not too dear. I knows the lingo 'cause Swiss Cheese's dad were Catholic, often used to make jokes about it, he did. They didn't believe me all that much, but they ain't got no regimental canteen lady. So they're winking an eye. Could turn out for the best, you know. We're prisoners, but same like fleas on dog.

THE CHAPLAIN: That's good milk. But we'll need to cut down our Swedish appetites a bit. After all, we've been defeated.

MOTHER COURAGE: Who's been defeated? Look, victory and defeat ain't bound to be same for the big shots up top as for them below, not by no means. Can be times the bottom lot find a defeat really pays them. Honour's lost, nowt else. I remember once up in Livonia our general took such a beating from the enemy I got a horse off our baggage train in the confusion, pulled me cart seven months, he did, before we won and they checked up. As a rule you can say victory and defeat both come expensive to us ordinary folk. Best thing for us is when politics get bogged down solid. To Swiss Cheese: Eat up.

SWISS CHEESE: Got no appetite for it. What's sergeant to do when pay day 'comes round?

MOTHER COURAGE: They don't have pay days on a retreat.

SWISS CHEESE: It's their right, though. They needn't retreat if they don't get paid. Needn't stir a foot.

MOTHER COURAGE: Swiss Cheese, you're that conscientious it makes me quite nervous. I brought you up to be honest, you not being clever, but you got to know where to stop. Chaplain
and me, we’re off now to buy Catholic flag and some meat. Dunno anyone so good at sniffing meat, like sleepwalking it is, straight to target. I’d say he can pick out a good piece by the way his mouth starts watering. Well, thank goodness they’re letting me go on trading. You don’t ask tradespeople their faith but their prices. And Lutheran trousers keep cold out too.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** What did the mendicant say when he heard the Lutherans were going to turn everything in town and country topsy-turvy? They’ll always need beggars. *Mother Courage disappears into the cart.* So she’s still worried about the cash box. So far they’ve taken us all for granted as part of the cart, but how long for?

**SWISS CHEESE:** I can get rid of it.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** That’s almost more dangerous. Suppose you’re seen. They have spies. Yesterday a fellow popped up out of the ditch in front of me just as I was relieving myself first thing. I was so scared I only just suppressed an ejaculatory prayer. That would have given me away all right. I think what they’d like best is to go sniffing people’s excrement to see if they’re Protestants. The spy was a little runt with a patch over one eye.

**MOTHER COURAGE** *clambering out of the cart with a basket:* What have I found, you shameless creature? *She holds up the red boots in triumph.* Yvette’s red high-heeled boots! Coolly went and pinched them, she did. ’Cause you put it in her head she was an enchanting young person. *She lays them in the basket.* I’m giving them back. Stealing Yvette’s boots! She’s wrecking herself for money. That’s understandable. But you’d do it for nothing, for pleasure. What did I tell you: you’re to wait till it’s peace. No soldiers for you. You’re not to start exhibiting yourself till it’s peacetime.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** I don’t find she exhibits herself.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Too much for my liking. Let her be like a stone in Dalecarlia, where there’s nowt else, so folk say ‘Can’t see that cripple’, that’s how I’d lief have her. Then nowt’ll happen to her. *To Swiss Cheese:* You leave that box where it is, d’you hear? And keep an eye on your sister, she
needs it. The pair of you'll have me in grave yet. Sooner be minding a bagful of fleas.

*She leaves with the chaplain. Kattrin clears away the dishes.*

**Swiss Cheese:** Won't be able to sit out in the sun in shirt-sleeves much longer. *Kattrin points at a tree.* Aye, leaves turning yellow. *Kattrin asks by gestures if he wants a drink.* Don't want no drink. I'm thinking. *Pause.* Said she can't sleep. Best if I got rid of that box, found a good place for it. All right, let's have a glass. *Kattrin goes behind the cart.* I'll stuff it down the rat-hole by the river for the time being. Probably pick it up tonight before first light and take it to Regiment. How far can they have retreated in three days? Bet sergeant's surprised. I'm agreeably disappointed in you, Swiss Cheese, he'll say. I make you responsible for the cash, and you go and bring it back.

*As Kattrin emerges from behind the cart with a full glass in her hand, two men confront her. One is a sergeant, the other doffs his hat to her. He has a patch over one eye.*

**The Man with the Patch:** God be with you, mistress. Have you seen anyone round here from Second Finnish Regimental Headquarters?

*Kattrin, badly frightened, runs downstage, spilling the brandy. The two men look at one another, then withdraw on seeing Swiss Cheese sitting there.*

**Swiss Cheese interrupted in his thoughts:** You spilt half of it. What are those faces for? Jabbed yourself in the eye? I don't get it. And I'll have to be off, I've thought it over, it's the only way. *He gets up.* She does everything possible to make him realise the danger. He only shrugs her off. Wish I knew what you're trying to say. Sure you mean well, poor creature, just can't get words out. What's it matter your spilling my brandy, I'll drink plenty more glasses yet, what's one more or less? *He gets the box from the cart and takes it under his tunic.* Be back in a moment. Don't hold me up now, or I'll be angry. I know you mean well. Too bad you can't speak.

*As she tries to hold him back he kisses her and tears himself away. Exit. She is desperate, running hither and thither*
uttering little noises. The chaplain and Mother Courage return. Kattrin rushes to her mother.

MOTHER COURAGE: What's all this? Pull yourself together, love. They done something to you? Where's Swiss Cheese? Tell it me step by step, Kattrin. Mother understands you. What, so that bastard did take the box? I'll wrap it round his ears, the little hypocrite. Take your time and don't gabble, use your hands, I don't like it when you howl like a dog, what'll his reverence say? Makes him uncomfortable. What, a one-eyed man came along?

THE CHAPLAIN: That one-eyed man is a spy. Have they arrested Swiss Cheese? Kattrin shakes her head, shrugs her shoulders. We're done for.

MOTHER COURAGE fishes in her basket and brings out a Catholic flag, which the chaplain fixes to the mast: Better hoist new flag.

THE CHAPLAIN bitterly: All good Catholics here.

Voices are heard from the rear. The two men bring in Swiss Cheese.

SWISS CHEESE: Let me go, I got nowt. Don't twist my shoul-der, I'm innocent.

SERGEANT: Here's where he came from. You know each other.

MOTHER COURAGE: Us? How?

SWISS CHEESE: I don't know her. Got no idea who she is, had nowt to do with them. I bought me dinner here, ten hellers it cost. You might have seen me sitting here, it was too salty.

SERGEANT: Who are you people, eh?

MOTHER COURAGE: We're law-abiding folk. That's right, he bought a dinner. Said it was too salty.

SERGEANT: Trying to pretend you don't know each other, that it?

MOTHER COURAGE: Why should I know him? Can't know everyone. I don't go asking 'em what they're called and are they a heretic; if he pays he ain't a heretic. You a heretic?

SWISS CHEESE: Go on.

THE CHAPLAIN: He sat there very properly, never opening his mouth except when eating. Then he had to.

SERGEANT: And who are you?
MOTHER COURAGE: He’s just my potboy. Now I expect you gentlemen are thirsty, I’ll get you a glass of brandy, you must be hot and tired with running.

SERGEANT: No brandy on duty. To Swiss Cheese: You were carrying something. Must have hidden it by the river. Was a bulge in your tunic when you left here.

MOTHER COURAGE: You sure it was him?

SWISS CHEESE: You must be thinking of someone else. I saw someone bounding off with a bulge in his tunic. I’m the wrong man.

MOTHER COURAGE: I’d say it was a misunderstanding too, such things happen. I’m a good judge of people, I’m Courage, you heard of me, everyone knows me, and I tell you that’s an honest face he has.

SERGEANT: We’re on the track of the Second Finnish Regiment’s cash box. We got the description of the fellow responsible for it. Been trailing him two days. It’s you.

SWISS CHEESE: It’s not me.

SERGEANT: And you better cough it up, or you’re a goner, you know. Where is it?

MOTHER COURAGE urgently: Of course he’d give it over rather than be a goner. Right out he’d say: I got it, here it is, you’re too strong. He ain’t all that stupid. Speak up, stupid idiot, here’s the sergeant giving you a chance.

SWISS CHEESE: S’pose I ain’t got it.

SERGEANT: Then come along. We’ll get it out of you. They lead him off.

MOTHER COURAGE calls after them: He’d tell you. He’s not that stupid. And don’t you twist his shoulder! Runs after them.

Evening of the same day. The chaplain and dumb Kattrin are cleaning glasses and polishing knives.

THE CHAPLAIN: Cases like that, where somebody gets caught, are not unknown in religious history. It reminds me of the Passion of Our Lord and Saviour. There’s an old song about that. He sings the Song of the Hours:
In the first hour Jesus mild
Who had prayed since even
Was betrayed and led before
Pontius the heathen.

Pilate found him innocent
Free from fault and error
Therefore, having washed his hands
Sent him to King Herod.

In the third hour he was scourged
Stripped and clad in scarlet
And a plaited crown of thorns
Set upon his forehead.

On the Son of Man they spat
Mocked him and made merry.
Then the cross of death was brought
Given him to carry.

At the sixth hour with two thieves
To the cross they nailed him
And the people and the thieves
Mocked him and reviled him.

This is Jesus King of Jews
Cried they in derision
Till the sun withdrew its light
From that awful vision.

At the ninth hour Jesus wailed
Why hast thou me forsaken?
Soldiers brought him vinegar
Which he left untaken.

Then he yielded up the ghost
And the earth was shaken.
Rended was the temple's veil
And the saints were wakened.
Soldiers broke the two thieves' legs
As the night descended
Thrust a spear in Jesus' side
When his life had ended.

Still they mocked, as from his wound
Flowed the blood and water
Thus blasphemed the Son of Man
With their cruel laughter.

**MOTHER COURAGE** entering excitedly: It's touch and go. They say sergeant's open to reason though. Only we mustn't let on it's Swiss Cheese else they'll say we helped him. It's a matter of money, that's all. But where's money to come from? Hasn't Yvette been round? I ran into her, she's got her hooks on some colonel, maybe he'd buy her a canteen business.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** Do you really wish to sell?

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Where's money for sergeant to come from?

**THE CHAPLAIN:** What'll you live on, then?

**MOTHER COURAGE:** That's just it.

_Yvette Pottier arrives with an extremely ancient colonel._

**YVETTE** embracing **Mother Courage**: My dear Courage, fancy seeing you so soon. **Whispers:** He's not unwilling. **Aloud:** This is my good friend who advises me in business matters. I happened to hear you wanted to sell your cart on account of circumstances. I'll think it over.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Pledge it, not sell, just not too much hurry, tain't every day you find a cart like this in wartime.

**YVETTE** disappointed: Oh, pledge. I though it was for sale. I'm not so sure I'm interested. **To the colonel:** How do you feel about it?

**THE COLONEL:** Just as you feel, pet.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** I'm only pledging it.

**YVETTE:** I thought you'd got to have the money.
MOTHER COURAGE firmly: I got to have it, but sooner run myself ragged looking for a bidder than sell outright. And why? The cart’s our livelihood. It’s a chance for you, Yvette; who knows when you’ll get another like it and have a special friend to advise you, am I right?

YVETTE: Yes, my friend thinks I should clinch it, but I’m not sure. If it’s only a pledge . . . so you agree we ought to buy outright?

THE COLONEL: I agree, pet.

MOTHER COURAGE: Best look and see if you can find anything for sale then; maybe you will if you don’t rush it, take your friend along with you, say a week or fortnight, might find something suits you.

YVETTE: Then let’s go looking. I adore going around looking for things, I adore going around with you, Poldi, it’s such fun, isn’t it? No matter if it takes a fortnight. How soon would you pay the money back if you got it?

MOTHER COURAGE: I’d pay back in two weeks, maybe one.

YVETTE: I can’t make up my mind, Poldi chéri, you advise me.

Takes the colonel aside: She’s got to sell, I know, no problem there. And there’s that ensign, you know, the fair-haired one, he’d be glad to lend me the money. He’s crazy about me, says there’s someone I remind him of. What do you advise?

THE COLONEL: You steer clear of him. He’s no good. He’s only making use of you. I said I’d buy you something, didn’t I, pussykins?

YVETTE: I oughtn’t to let you. Of course if you think the ensign might try to take advantage . . . Poldi, I’ll accept it from you.

THE COLONEL: That’s how I feel too.

YVETTE: Is that your advice?

THE COLONEL: That is my advice.

YVETTE to Courage once more: My friend’s advice would be to accept. Make me out a receipt saying the cart’s mine once two weeks are up, with all its contents, we’ll check it now, I’ll bring the two hundred florins later. To the colonel: You go back to the camp, I’ll follow, I got to check it all and see there’s nothing missing from my cart. She kisses him. He
leaves. She climbs up on the cart. Not all that many boots, are there?

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Yvette, it’s no time for checking your cart, s’posing it is yours. You promised you’d talk to sergeant about Swiss Cheese, there ain’t a minute to lose, they say in an hour he’ll be courtmartialed.

**YVETTE:** Just let me count the shirts.

**MOTHER COURAGE** **pulling her down by the skirt:** You bloody vampire. Swiss Cheese’s life’s at stake. And not a word about who’s making the offer, for God’s sake, pretend it’s your friend, else we’re all done for cause we looked after him.

**YVETTE:** I fixed to meet that one-eyed fellow in the copse, he should be there by now.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** It doesn’t have to be the whole two hundred either, I’d go up to a hundred and fifty, that may be enough.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Since when has it been your money? You kindly keep out of this. You’ll get your hotpot all right, don’t worry. Hurry up and don’t haggle, it’s life or death. **Pushes Yvette off.**

**THE CHAPLAIN:** Far be it from me to interfere, but what are we going to live on? You’re saddled with a daughter who can’t earn her keep.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** I’m counting on regimental cash box, Mr Clever. They’ll allow it as his expenses.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** But will she get the message right?

**MOTHER COURAGE:** It’s her interest I should spend her two hundred so she gets the cart. She’s set on that, God knows how long that colonel of hers’ll last. Kattrin, polish the knives, there’s the pumice. And you, stop hanging round like Jesus on Mount of Olives, get moving, wash them glasses, we’ll have fifty or more of cavalry in tonight and I don’t want to hear a lot of ‘I’m not accustomed to having to run about, oh my poor feet, we never ran in church’. Thank the Lord they’re corruptible. After all, they ain’t wolves, just humans out for money. Corruption in humans is same as compassion in God. Corruption’s our only hope. Long as we have it there’ll be lenient sentences and even an innocent man’ll have a chance of being let off.
YVETTE comes in panting: They’ll do it for two hundred. But it’s got to be quick. Soon be out of their hands. Best thing is I go right away to my colonel with the one-eyed man. He’s admitted he had the box, they put the thumbscrews on him. But he chucked it in the river soon as he saw they were on his track. The box is a write-off. I’ll go and get the money from my colonel, shall I?

MOTHER COURAGE: Box is a write-off? How’m I to pay back two hundred then?

YVETTE: Oh, you thought you’d get it from the box, did you? And I was to be Joe Soap I suppose? Better not count on that. You’ll have to pay up if you want Swiss Cheese back, or would you sooner I dropped the whole thing so’s you can keep your cart?

MOTHER COURAGE: That’s something I didn’t allow for. Don’t worry, you’ll get your cart, I’ve said goodbye to it, had it seventeen years, I have. I just need a moment to think, it’s bit sudden, what’m I to do, two hundred’s too much for me, pity you didn’t beat ’em down. Must keep a bit back, else any Tom, Dick and Harry’ll be able to shove me in ditch. Go and tell them I’ll pay hundred and twenty florins, else it’s all off, either way I’m losing me cart.

YVETTE: They won’t do it. That one-eyed man’s impatient already, keeps looking over his shoulder, he’s so worked up. Hadn’t I best pay them the whole two hundred?

MOTHER COURAGE in despair: I can’t pay that. Thirty years I been working. She’s twenty-five already, and no husband. I got her to think of too. Don’t push me, I know what I’m doing. Say a hundred and twenty, or it’s off.

YVETTE: It’s up to you. Rushes off.

Without looking at either the chaplain or her daughter, Mother Courage sits down to help Kattrin polish knives.

MOTHER COURAGE: Don’t smash them glasses, they ain’t ours now. Watch what you’re doing, you’ll cut yourself. Swiss Cheese’ll be back, I’ll pay two hundred if it comes to the pinch. You’ll get your brother, love. For eighty florins we could fill a pack with goods and start again. Plenty of folk has to make do.
THE CHAPLAIN: The Lord will provide, it says.

MOTHER COURAGE: See they’re properly dry. *She cleans knives in silence.* Kattrin suddenly runs behind the cart, sobbing.

**Yvette comes running in:** They won’t do it. I told you so. The one-eyed man wanted to leave right away, said there was no point. He says he’s just waiting for the drum-roll; that means sentence has been pronounced. I offered a hundred and fifty. He didn’t even blink. I had to convince him to stay there so’s I could have another word with you.

MOTHER COURAGE: Tell him I’ll pay the two hundred. Hurry! *Yvette runs off.* They sit in silence. *The chaplain has stopped polishing the glasses.* I reckon I bargained too long. *In the distance drumming is heard.* The chaplain gets up and goes to the rear. *Mother Courage remains seated.* It grows dark. *The drumming stops.* It grows light once more. *Mother Courage is sitting exactly as before.*

**Yvette arrives, very pale:** Well, you got what you asked for, with your haggling and trying to keep your cart. Eleven bullets they gave him, that’s all. You don’t deserve I should bother any more about you. But I did hear they don’t believe the box really is in the river. They’ve an idea it’s here and anyhow that you’re connected with him. They’re going to bring him here, see if you gives yourself away when you sees him. Thought I’d better warn you so’s you don’t recognise him, else you’ll all be for it. They’re right on my heels, best tell you quick. Shall I keep Kattrin away? *Mother Courage shakes her head.* Does she know? She mayn’t have heard the drumming or know what it meant.

MOTHER COURAGE: She knows. Get her.

_Yvette fetches Kattrin, who goes to her mother and stands beside her._ Mother Courage takes her hand. Two lansequenets come carrying a stretcher with something lying on it covered by a sheet. The sergeant marches beside them. They set down the stretcher.

**Sergeant:** Here’s somebody we dunno the name of. It’s got to be listed, though, so everything’s shipshape. He had a meal
Outside an officer’s tent.

Mother Courage is waiting. A clerk looks out of the tent.

THE CLERK: I know you. You had a paymaster from the Lutherans with you, what was in hiding. I’d not complain if I were you.

MOTHER COURAGE: But I got a complaint to make. I’m innocent, would look as how I’d a bad conscience if I let this pass. Slashed everything in me cart to pieces with their sabres, they did, then wanted I should pay five taler fine for nowt, I tell you, nowt.

THE CLERK: Take my tip, better shut up. We’re short of canteens, so we let you go on trading, specially if you got a bad conscience and pay a fine now and then.

MOTHER COURAGE: I got a complaint.

THE CLERK: Have it your own way. Then you must wait till the captain’s free. Withdraws inside the tent.

YOUNG SOLDIER enters aggressively: Bouque la Madonne! Where’s that bleeding pig of a captain what’s took my reward money to swig with his tarts? I’ll do him.

OLDER SOLDIER running after him: Shut up. They’ll put you in irons.

YOUNG SOLDIER: Out of there, you thief! I’ll slice you into pork chops, I will. Pocketing my prize money after I’d swum the river, only one in the whole squadron, and now I can’t even buy meself a beer. I’m not standing for that. Come on out there so I can cut you up!
OLDER SOLDIER: Blessed Mother of God, he's asking for trouble.
MOTHER COURAGE: Is it some reward he weren't paid?
YOUNG SOLDIER: Lemme go, I'll slash you too while I'm at it.
OLDER SOLDIER: He rescued the colonel's horse and got no reward for it. He's young yet, still wet behind the ears.
MOTHER COURAGE: Let him go, he ain't a dog you got to chain up. Wanting your reward is good sound sense. Why be a hero otherwise?
YOUNG SOLDIER: So's he can sit in there and booze. You're shit-scared, the lot of you. I done something special and I want my reward.
MOTHER COURAGE: Don't you shout at me, young fellow. Got me own worries, I have; any road you should spare your voice, be needing it when captain comes, else there he'll be and you too hoarse to make a sound, which'll make it hard for him to clap you in irons till you turn blue. People what shouts like that can't keep it up ever; half an hour, and they have to be rocked to sleep, they're so tired.
YOUNG SOLDIER: I ain't tired and to hell with sleep. I'm hungry. They make our bread from acorns and hemp-seed, and they even skimp on that. He's whoring away my reward and I'm hungry. I'll do him.
MOTHER COURAGE: Oh I see, you're hungry. Last year that general of yours ordered you all off roads and across fields so corn should be trampled flat; I could've got ten florins for a pair of boots s'pose I'd had boots and s'pose anyone'd been able to pay ten florins. Thought he'd be well away from that area this year, he did, but here he is, still there, and hunger is great. I see what you're angry about.
YOUNG SOLDIER: I won't have it, don't talk to me, it ain't fair and I'm not standing for that.
MOTHER COURAGE: And you're right; but how long? How long you not standing for unfairness? One hour, two hours? Didn't ask yourself that, did you, but it's the whole point, and why, once you're in irons it's too bad if you suddenly finds you can put up with unfairness after all.
YOUNG SOLDIER: What am I listening to you for, I’d like to know? Bouque la Madonne, where’s that captain?

MOTHER COURAGE: You been listening to me because you knows it’s like what I say, your anger has gone up in smoke already, it was just a short one and you needed a long one, but where you going to get it from?

YOUNG SOLDIER: Are you trying to tell me asking for my reward is wrong?

MOTHER COURAGE: Not a bit. I’m just telling you your anger ain’t long enough, it’s good for nowt, pity. If you’d a long one I’d be trying to prod you on. Cut him up, the swine, would be my advice to you in that case; but how about if you don’t cut him up cause you feels your tail going between your legs? Then I’d look silly and captain’d take it out on me.

OLDER SOLDIER: You’re perfectly right, he’s just a bit crazy.

YOUNG SOLDIER: Very well, let’s see if I don’t cut him up.

Draws his sword. When he arrives I’m going to cut him up.

THE CLERK looks out: The captain’ll be here in one minute. Sit down.

The young soldier sits down.

MOTHER COURAGE: He’s sitting now. See, what did I say? You’re sitting now. Ah, how well they know us, no one need tell ’em how to go about it. Sit down! and, bingo, we’re sitting. And sitting and sedition don’t mix. Don’t try to stand up, you won’t stand the way you was standing before. I shouldn’t worry about what I think; I’m no better, not one moment. Bought up all our fighting spirit, they have. Eh? S’pose I kick back, might be bad for business. Let me tell you a thing or two about the Grand Capitulation. She sings the Song of the Grand Capitulation:

Back when I was young, I was brought to realise
What a very special person I must be
(Not just any old cottager’s daughter, what with my looks and my talents and my urge towards Higher Things)
And insisted that my soup should have no hairs in it.
No one makes a sucker out of me!
(All or nothing, only the best is good enough, each man for himself, nobody’s telling me what to do.)
Then I heard a tit
Chirp: Wait a bit!
   And you’ll be marching with the band
In step, responding to command
And striking up your little dance:
Now we advance.
And now: parade, form square!
Then men swear God’s there—
Not the faintest chance!

In no time at all anyone who looked could see
That I’d learned to take my medicine with good grace.
(Two kids on my hands and look at the price of bread, and things they expect of you!)
When they finally came to feel that they were through with me
They’d got me grovelling on my face.
(Takes all sorts to make a world, you scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours, no good banging your head against a brick wall.)
Then I heard that tit
Chirp: Wait a bit!
   And you’ll be marching with the band
In step, responding to command
And striking up your little dance:
Now they advance.
And now: parade, form square!
Then men swear God’s there—
Not the faintest chance!

I’ve known people tried to storm the summits:
There’s no star too bright or seems too far away.
(Dogged does it, where there’s a will there’s a way, by hook or by crook.)
As each peak disclosed fresh peaks to come, it’s Strange how much a plain straw hat could weigh.
(You have to cut your coat according to your cloth.)
Then I hear the tit
Chirp: Wait a bit!
   And they'll be marching with the band
   In step, responding to command
   And striking up their little dance:
Now they advance
And now: parade, form square!
Then men swear God's there—
Not the faintest chance!

MOTHER COURAGE to the young soldier: That's why I reckon
you should stay there with your sword drawn if you're truly
set on it and your anger's big enough, because you got
grounds, I agree, but if your anger's a short one best leave
right away.
YOUNG SOLDIER: Oh stuff it. He staggers off with the older
soldier following.
The clerk sticks his head out: Captain's here now. You can
make your complaint.
MOTHER COURAGE: I changed me mind. I ain't complaining.
Exit.
TWO YEARS HAVE GONE BY. THE WAR IS SPREADING TO NEW AREAS. CEASELESSLY ON THE MOVE, COURAGE’S LITTLE CART CROSSES POLAND, MORAVIA, BAVARIA, ITALY THEN BAVARIA AGAIN. 1631. TILLY’S VICTORY AT LEIPZIG COSTS MOTHER COURAGE FOUR OFFICERS’ SHIRTS.

Mother Courage’s cart has stopped in a badly shot-up village.

Thin military music in the distance. Two soldiers at the bar being served by Katrin and Mother Courage. One of them has a lady’s fur coat over his shoulders.

MOTHER COURAGE: Can’t pay, that it? No money, no schnapps. They give us victory parades, but catch them giving men their pay.

SOLDIER: I want my schnapps. I missed the looting. That double-crossing general only allowed an hour’s looting in the town. He ain’t an inhuman monster, he said. Town must of paid him.

THE CHAPLAIN stumbles in: There are people still lying in that yard. The peasant’s family. Somebody give me a hand. I need linen.

The second soldier goes off with him. Katrin becomes very excited and tries to make her mother produce linen.

MOTHER COURAGE: I got none. All my bandages was sold to regiment. I ain’t tearing up my officer’s shirts for that lot.

THE CHAPLAIN calling back: I need linen, I tell you.

MOTHER COURAGE blocking Katrin’s way into the cart by sitting on the step: I’m giving nowt. They’ll never pay, and why, nowt to pay with.

THE CHAPLAIN bending over a woman he has carried in: Why d’you stay around during the gunfire?
PEASANT WOMAN *feeble*: Farm.
MOTHER COURAGE: Catch them abandoning anything. But now I'm s'posed to foot the bill. I won't do it.
FIRST SOLDIER: Those are Protestants. What they have to be Protestants for?
MOTHER COURAGE: They ain't bothering about faith. They lost their farm.
SECOND SOLDIER: They're no Protestants. They're Catholics like us.
FIRST SOLDIER: No way of sorting 'em out in a bombardment.
A PEASANT *brought in by the chaplain*: My arm's gone.
THE CHAPLAIN: Where's that linen?
MOTHER COURAGE: I can't give nowt. What with expenses, taxes, loan interest and bribes. *Making guttural noises, Kat-trin raises a plank and threatens her mother with it.* You gone plain crazy? Put that plank away or I'll paste you one, you cow. I'm giving nowt, don't want to, got to think of meself. *The chaplain lifts her off the steps and sets her on the ground, then starts pulling out shirts and tearing them into strips.* My officers' shirts! Half a florin apiece! I'm ruined. *From the house comes the cry of a child in pain.*
THE PEASANT: The baby's in there still. *Kattrin dashes in.*
THE CHAPLAIN *to the woman*: Don't move. They'll get it out.
MOTHER COURAGE: Stop her, roof may fall in.
THE CHAPLAIN: I'm not going back in there.
MOTHER COURAGE *torn both ways*: Don't waste my precious linen.

*Kattrin brings a baby out of the ruins.*
MOTHER COURAGE: How nice, found another baby to cart around? Give it to its ma this instant, unless you'd have me fighting for hours to get it off you, like last time, d'you hear? *To the second soldier*: Don't stand there gawping, you go back and tell them cut out that music, we can see it's a victory with our own eyes. All your victories mean to me is losses.
THE CHAPLAIN *tying a bandage*: Blood's coming through.

*Kattrin is rocking the baby and making lullaby noises.*
MOTHER COURAGE: Look at her, happy as a queen in all this misery; give it back at once, its mother's coming round. *She*
catches the first soldier, who has been attacking the drinks and is trying to make off with one of the bottles. Psia krew! Thought you’d score another victory, you animal? Now pay.

FIRST SOLDIER: I got nowt.

MOTHER COURAGE pulling the fur coat off his back: Then leave that coat, it’s stolen any road.

THE CHAPLAIN: There’s still someone under there.

Inside a canteen tent.

It has a bar towards the rear. Rain. Sound of drums and funeral music. The chaplain and the regimental clerk are playing a board game. Mother Courage and her daughter are stocktaking.

THE CHAPLAIN: Now the funeral procession will be moving off.

MOTHER COURAGE: Too bad about commander in chief—twenty-two pairs those socks—he fell by accident, they say. Mist over fields, that was the trouble. General had just been haranguing a regiment saying they must fight to last man and last round, he was riding back when mist made him lose direction so he was up front and a bullet got him in midst of battle—only four hurricane lamps left. A whistle from the rear. She goes to the bar. You scrimshankers, dodging your commander in chief’s funeral, scandal I call it. Pours drinks.

THE CLERK: They should never of paid troops out before the funeral. Instead of going now they’re all getting pissed.

THE CHAPLAIN to the clerk: Aren’t you supposed to go to the funeral?

THE CLERK: Dodged it cause of the rain.
MOTHER COURAGE: It's different with you, your uniform might get wet. I heard they wanted to toll bells for the funeral as usual, except it turned out all churches had been blown to smithereens by his orders, so poor old commander in chief won't be hearing no bells as they let the coffin down. They're going to let off three salvoes instead to cheer things up—seventeen belts.

SHOUTS from the bar: Hey, missis, a brandy!

MOTHER COURAGE: Let's see your money. No, I ain't having you in my tent with your disgusting boots. You can drink outside, rain or no rain. To the clerk: I'm only letting in sergeants and up. Commander in chief had been having his worries, they say. S'posed to have been trouble with Second Regiment cause he stopped their pay, said it was a war of faith and they should do it for free. Funeral march. All look to the rear.

THE CHAPLAIN: Now they'll be filing past the noble corpse.

MOTHER COURAGE: Can't help feeling sorry for those generals and emperors, there they are maybe thinking they're doing something extra special what folk'll talk about in years to come, and earning a public monument, like conquering the world for instance, that's a fine ambition for a general, how's he to know any better? I mean, he plagues hisself to death, then it all breaks down on account of ordinary folk what just wants their beer and bit of a chat, nowt higher. Finest plans get bolloxed up by the pettiness of them as should be carrying them out, because emperors can't do nowt themselves, they just counts on soldiers and people to back 'em up whatever happens, am I right?

THE CHAPLAIN laughs: Courage, you're right, aside from the soldiers. They do their best. Give me that lot outside there, for instance, drinking their brandy in the rain, and I'd guarantee to make you one war after another for a hundred years if need be, and I'm no trained general.

MOTHER COURAGE: You don't think war might end, then?

THE CHAPLAIN: What, because the commander in chief's gone? Don't be childish. They're two a penny, no shortage of heroes.
MOTHER COURAGE: Ee, I’m not asking for fun of it, but because I’m thinking whether to stock up, prices are low now, but if war’s going to end it’s money down the drain.

THE CHAPLAIN: I realise it’s a serious question. There’ve always been people going round saying ‘the war can’t go on for ever’. I tell you there’s nothing to stop it going on for ever. Of course there can be a bit of a breathing space. The war may need to get its second wind, it may even have an accident so to speak. There’s no guarantee against that; nothing’s perfect on this earth of ours. A perfect war, the sort you might say couldn’t be improved on, that’s something we shall probably never see. It can suddenly come to a standstill for some quite unforeseen reason, you can’t allow for everything. A slight case of negligence, and it’s bogged down up to the axles. And then it’s a matter of hauling the war out of the mud again. But emperor and kings and popes will come to its rescue. So on the whole it has nothing serious to worry about, and will live to a ripe old age.

A SOLDIER sings at the bar:

A schnapps, landlord, you’re late!
A soldier cannot wait
To do his emperor’s orders.

Make it a double, this is a holiday.

MOTHER COURAGE: S’pose I went by what you say . . .

THE CHAPLAIN: Think it out for yourself. What’s to compete with the war?

THE SOLDIER at the rear:

Your breast, my girl, you’re late!
A soldier cannot wait
To ride across the borders.

THE CLERK unexpectedly: And what about peace? I’m from Bohemia and I’d like to go home some day.
THE CHAPLAIN: Would you indeed? Ah, peace. Where is the hole once the cheese has been eaten?

THE SOLDIER at the rear:

Lead trumps, my friend, you’re late!
A soldier cannot wait.
His emperor needs him badly.

Your blessing, priest, you’re late!
A soldier cannot wait.
Must lay his life down gladly.

THE CLERK: In the long run life’s impossible if there’s no peace.

THE CHAPLAIN: I’d say there’s peace in war too; it has its peaceful moments. Because war satisfies all requirements, peaceable ones included, they’re catered for, and it would simply fizzle out if they weren’t. In war you can do a crap like in the depths of peacetime, then between one battle and the next you can have a beer, then even when you’re moving up you can lay your head on your arms and have a bit of shuteye in the ditch, it’s entirely possible. During a charge you can’t play cards maybe, but nor can you in the depths of peacetime when you’re ploughing, and after a victory there are various openings. You may get a leg blown off, then you start by making a lot of fuss as though it were serious, but afterwards you calm down or get given a schnapps, and you end up hopping around and the war’s no worse off than before. And what’s to stop you being fruitful and multiplying in the middle of all the butchery, behind a barn or something, in the long run you can’t be held back from it, and then the war will have your progeny and can use them to carry on with. No, the war will always find an outlet, mark my words. Why should it ever stop?

Kattrin has ceased working and is staring at the chaplain.

MOTHER COURAGE: I’ll buy fresh stock then. If you say so.

Kattrin suddenly flings a basket full of bottles to the ground and runs off. Kattrin! Laughs. Damn me if she weren’t waiting for peace. I promised her she’d get a husband soon as peace came. Hurries after her.
THE CLERK standing up: I won. You been talking too much. Pay up.

MOTHER COURAGE returning with Katrin: Don’t be silly, war’ll go on a bit longer, and we’ll make a bit more money, and peacetime’ll be all the nicer for it. Now you go into town, that’s ten minutes’ walk at most, fetch things from Golden Lion, the expensive ones, we can fetch the rest in cart later, it’s all arranged, regimental clerk here will go with you. Nearly everybody’s attending commander in chief’s funeral, nowt can happen to you. Careful now, don’t let them steal nowt, think of your dowry.

Katrin puts a cloth over her head and leaves with the clerk.

THE CHAPLAIN: Is that all right to let her go with the clerk?

MOTHER COURAGE: She’s not that pretty they’d want to ruin her.

THE CHAPLAIN: I admire the way you run your business and always win through. I see why they called you Courage.

MOTHER COURAGE: Poor folk got to have courage. Why, they’re lost. Simply getting up in morning takes some doing in their situation. Or ploughing a field, and in a war at that. Mere fact they bring kids into world shows they got courage, ’cause there’s no hope for them. They have to hang one another and slaughter one another, so just looking each other in face must call for courage. Being able to put up with emperor and pope shows supernatural courage, ’cause those two cost ’em their lives. She sits down, takes a little pipe from her purse and smokes. You might chop us a bit of kindling.

THE CHAPLAIN reluctantiy removing his coat and preparing to chop up sticks: I happen to be a pastor of souls, not a woodcutter.

MOTHER COURAGE: I got no soul, you see. Need firewood, though.

THE CHAPLAIN: Where’s that stumpy pipe from?

MOTHER COURAGE: Just a pipe.

THE CHAPLAIN: What d’you mean, ‘just’, it’s a quite particular pipe, that.

MOTHER COURAGE: Aha?
THE CHAPLAIN: That stumpy pipe belongs to the Oxenstierna Regiment’s cook.
MOTHER COURAGE: If you know that already why ask, Mr Clever?
THE CHAPLAIN: Because I didn’t know if you were aware what you’re smoking. You might just have been rummaging around in your things, come across some old pipe or other, and used it out of sheer absence of mind.
MOTHER COURAGE: And why not?
THE CHAPLAIN: Because you didn’t. You’re smoking that deliberately.
MOTHER COURAGE: And why shouldn’t I?
THE CHAPLAIN: Courage, I’m warning you. It’s my duty. Probably you’ll never clap eyes on the gentleman again, and that’s no loss but your good fortune. He didn’t make at all a reliable impression on me. Quite the opposite.
MOTHER COURAGE: Really? Nice fellow that.
THE CHAPLAIN: So he’s what you would call a nice fellow? I wouldn’t. Far be it from me to bear him the least ill-will, but nice is not what I would call him. More like one of those Don Juans, a slippery one. Have a look at that pipe if you don’t believe me. You must admit it tells you a good deal about his character.
MOTHER COURAGE: Nowt that I can see. Worn out, I’d call it.
THE CHAPLAIN: Practically bitten through, you mean. A man of wrath. That is the pipe of an unscrupulous man of wrath; you must see that if you have any discrimination left.
MOTHER COURAGE: Don’t chop my chopping block in two.
THE CHAPLAIN: I told you I’m not a woodcutter by trade. I studied to be a pastor of souls. My talent and abilities are being abused in this place, by manual labour. My God-given endowments are denied expression. It’s a sin. You have never heard me preach. One sermon of mine can put a regiment in such a frame of mind it’ll treat the enemy like a flock of sheep. Life to them is a smelly old foot-cloth which they fling away in a vision of final victory. God has given me the gift of speech. I can preach so you’ll lose all sense of sight and hearing.
MOTHER COURAGE: I don’t wish to lose my sense of sight and hearing. Where’d that leave me?

THE CHAPLAIN: Courage, I have often thought that your dry way of talking conceals more than just a warm heart. You too are human and need warmth.

MOTHER COURAGE: Best way for us to get this tent warm is have plenty of firewood.

THE CHAPLAIN: Don’t change the subject. Seriously, Courage, I sometimes ask myself what it would be like if our relationship were to become somewhat closer. I mean, given that the whirlwind of war has so strangely whirled us together.

MOTHER COURAGE: I’d say it was close enough. I cook meals for you and you run around and chop firewood for instance.

THE CHAPLAIN coming closer: You know what I mean by closer; it’s not a relationship founded on meals and wood-chopping and other such base necessities. Let your head speak, harden thyself not.

MOTHER COURAGE: Don’t you come at me with that axe. That’d be too close a relationship.

THE CHAPLAIN: You shouldn’t make a joke of it. I’m a serious person and I’ve thought about what I’m saying.

MOTHER COURAGE: Be sensible, padre. I like you. I don’t want to row you. All I’m after is get myself and children through all this with my cart. I don’t see it as mine, and I ain’t in the mood for private affairs. Right now I’m taking a gamble, buying stores just when commander in chief’s fallen and all the talk’s of peace. Where d’you reckon you’d turn if I’m ruined? Don’t know, do you? You chop us some kindling wood, then we can keep warm at night, that’s quite something these times. What’s this? She gets up. Enter Katrin, out of breath, with a wound above her eye. She is carrying a variety of stuff: parcels, leather goods, a drum and so on.

MOTHER COURAGE: What happened, someone assault you? On your way back? She was assaulted on her way back. Bet it was that trooper was getting drunk here. I shouldn’t have let you go, love. Drop that stuff. Not too bad, just a flesh wound you got. I’ll bandage it and in a week it’ll be all right. Worse than wild beasts, they are. She ties up the wound.
THE CHAPLAIN: It's not them I blame. They never went raping back home. The fault lies with those that start wars, it brings humanity's lowest instincts to the surface.

MOTHER COURAGE: Calm down. Didn't clerk come back with you? That's because you're respectable, they don't bother. Wound ain't a deep one, won't leave no mark. There you are, all bandaged up. You'll get something, love, keep calm. Something I put aside for you, wait till you see. She delves into a sack and brings out Yvette's red high-heeled boots. Made you open your eyes, eh? Something you always wanted. They're yours. Put 'em on quick, before I change me mind. Won't leave no mark, and what if it does? Ones I'm really sorry for's the ones they fancy. Drag them around till they're worn out, they do. Those they don't care for they leaves alive. I seen girls before now had pretty faces, then in no time looking fit to frighten a hyaena. Can't even go behind a bush without risking touble, horrible life they lead. Same like with trees, straight well-shaped ones get chopped down to make beams for houses and crooked ones live happily ever after. So it's a stroke of luck for you really. Them boots'll be all right, I greased them before putting them away. Kattrin leaves the boots where they are and crawls into the cart.

THE CHAPLAIN: Let's hope she's not disfigured.

MOTHER COURAGE: She'll have a scar. No use her waiting for peacetime now.

THE CHAPLAIN: She didn't let them steal the things.

MOTHER COURAGE: Maybe I shouldn't have dinned that into her so. Wish I knew what went on in that head of hers. Just once she stayed out all night, once in all those years. Afterwards she went around like before, except she worked harder. Couldn't get her to tell what had happened. Worried me quite a while, that did. She collects the articles brought by Kattrin, and sorts them angrily. That's war for you. Nice way to get a living!

Sound of cannon fire.

THE CHAPLAIN: Now they'll be burying the commander in chief. This is a historic moment.
MOTHER COURAGE: What I call a historic moment is them bashing my daughter over the eye. She’s half wrecked already, won’t get no husband now, and her so crazy about kids; any road she’s only dumb from war, soldier stuffed something in her mouth when she was little. As for Swiss Cheese I’ll never see him again, and where Eilif is God alone knows. War be damned.
MOTHER COURAGE AT THE PEAK OF HER BUSINESS CAREER.

High road.

The chaplain, Mother Courage and Kattrin are pulling the cart, which is hung with new wares. Mother Courage is wearing a necklace of silver coins.

MOTHER COURAGE: I won’t have you folk spoiling my war for me. I’m told it kills off the weak, but they’re write-off in peacetime too. And war gives its people a better deal. *She sings:*

And if you feel your forces fading  
You won’t be there to share the fruits.  
But what is war but private trading  
That deals in blood instead of boots?

And what’s the use of settling down? Them as does are first to go. *Sings:*

Some people think to live by looting  
The goods some others haven’t got.  
You think it’s just a line they’re shooting  
Until you hear they have been shot.

And some I saw dig six feet under  
In haste to lie down and pass out.  
Now they’re at rest perhaps they wonder  
Just what was all their haste about.

*They pull it further.*
THE SAME YEAR SEES THE DEATH OF THE SWEDISH KING GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS AT THE BATTLE OF LÜTZEN. PEACE THREATENS TO RUIN MOTHER COURAGE’S BUSINESS. COURAGE’S DASHING SON PERFORMS ONE HEROIC DEED TOO MANY AND COMES TO A STICKY END.

Camp.

A summer morning. In front of the cart stand an old woman and her son. The son carries a large sack of bedding.

MOTHER COURAGE’S VOICE from inside the cart: Does it need to be this ungodly hour?
THE YOUNG MAN: We walked twenty miles in the night and got to be back today.
MOTHER COURAGE’S VOICE: What am I to do with bedding? Folk’ve got no houses.
THE YOUNG MAN: Best have a look first.
THE OLD WOMAN: This place is no good either. Come on.
THE YOUNG MAN: What, and have them sell the roof over our head for taxes? She might pay three florins if you throw in the bracelet. Bells start ringing. Listen, mother.
VOICES from the rear: Peace! Swedish king’s been killed.
MOTHER COURAGE sticks her head out of the cart. She has not yet done her hair: What’s that bell-ringing about in mid-week?
THE CHAPLAIN crawling out from under the cart: What are they shouting? Peace?
MOTHER COURAGE: Don’t tell me peace has broken out just after I laid in new stock.
THE CHAPLAIN calling to the rear: That true? Peace?
VOICES: Three weeks ago, they say, only no one told us.
THE CHAPLAIN to Courage: What else would they be ringing the bells for?

VOICES: A whole lot of Lutherans have driven into town, they brought the news.

THE YOUNG MAN: Mother, it’s peace. What’s the matter? The old woman has collapsed.

MOTHER COURAGE speaking into the cart: Holy cow! Katrin, peace! Put your black dress on, we’re going to church. Least we can do for Swiss Cheese. Is it true, though?

THE YOUNG MAN: The people here say so. They’ve made peace. Can you get up? The old woman stands up dumb-founded. I’ll get the saddlery going again, I promise. It’ll all work out. Father will get his bedding back. Can you walk?

To the chaplain: She came over queer. It’s the news. She never thought there’d be peace again. Father always said so. We’re going straight home. They go off.

MOTHER COURAGE’S VOICE: Give her a schnapps.

THE CHAPLAIN: They’ve already gone.

MOTHER COURAGE’S VOICE: What’s up in camp?

THE CHAPLAIN: They’re assembling. I’ll go on over. Shouldn’t I put on my clerical garb?

MOTHER COURAGE’S VOICE: Best check up before parading yourself as heretic. I’m glad about peace, never mind if I’m ruined. Any road I’ll have got two of my children through the war. Be seeing Eilif again now.

THE CHAPLAIN: And who’s that walking down the lines? Bless me, the army commander’s cook.

THE COOK somewhat bedraggled and carrying a bundle: What do I behold? The padre!

THE CHAPLAIN: Courage, we’ve got company.

Mother Courage clambers out.

THE COOK: I promised I’d drop over for a little talk soon as I had the time. I’ve not forgotten your brandy, Mrs Fierling.

MOTHER COURAGE: Good grief, the general’s cook! After all these years! Where’s my eldest boy Eilif?

THE COOK: Hasn’t he got here? He left before me, he was on his way to see you too.

THE CHAPLAIN: I shall don my clerical garb, just a moment.
Goes off behind the cart.

MOTHER COURAGE: Then he may be here any minute. *Calls into the cart:* Katrin, Eelif’s on his way. Get cook a glass of brandy, Katrin! *Katrin does not appear.* Drag your hair down over it, that’s all right. Mr Lamb’s no stranger. *Fetches the brandy herself.* She don’t like to come out, peace means nowt to her. Took too long coming, it did. They gave her a crack over one eye, you barely notice it now but she thinks folks are staring at her.

THE COOK: Ah yes. War. He and Mother Courage sit down.

MOTHER COURAGE: Cooky, you caught me at a bad moment. I’m ruined.


MOTHER COURAGE: Peace’ll wring my neck. I went and took Chaplain’s advice, laid in fresh stocks only t’other day. And now they’re going to demobilise and I’ll be left sitting on me wares.

THE COOK: What d’you want to go and listen to padre for? If I hadn’t been in such a hurry that time, the Catholics arriving so quickly and all, I’d warned you against that man. All piss and wind, he is. So he’s the authority around here, eh?

MOTHER COURAGE: He’s been doing washing-up for me and helping pull.

THE COOK: Him pull! I bet he told you some of those jokes of his too, I know him, got a very unhealthy view of women, he has, all my good influence on him went for nowt. He ain’t steady.

MOTHER COURAGE: You steady then?

THE COOK: Whatever else I ain’t, I’m steady. Mud in your eye!

MOTHER COURAGE: Steady, that’s nowt. I only had one steady fellow, thank God. Hardest I ever had to work in me life; he flogged the kids’ blankets soon as autumn came, and he called me mouth-organ an unchristian instrument. Ask me, you ain’t saying much for yourself admitting you’re steady.

THE COOK: Still tough as nails, I see; but that’s what I like about you.

MOTHER COURAGE: Now don’t tell me you been dreaming of me nails.
THE COOK: Well, well, here we are, along with armistice bells and your brandy like what nobody else ever serves, it's famous, that is.

MOTHER COURAGE: I don't give two pins for your armistice bells just now. Can't see 'em handing out all the back pay what's owing, so where does that leave me with my famous brandy? Had your pay yet?

THE COOK hesitantly: Not exactly. That's why we all shoved off. If that's how it is, I thought, I'll go and visit friends. So here I am sitting with you.

MOTHER COURAGE: Other words you got nowt.

THE COOK: High time they stopped that bloody clanging. Wouldn't mind getting into some sort of trade. I'm fed up being cook to that lot. I'm s'posed to rustle them up meals out of tree roots and old bootsoles, then they fling the hot soup in my face. Cook these days is a dog's life. Sooner do war service, only of course it's peacetime now. He sees the chaplain reappearing in his old garments. More about that later.

THE CHAPLAIN: It's still all right, only had a few moths in it.

THE COOK: Can't see why you bother. You won't get your old job back, who are you to inspire now to earn his pay honourably and lay down his life? What's more I got a bone to pick with you, cause you advised this lady to buy a lot of unnecessary goods saying war would go on for ever.

THE CHAPLAIN heatedly: I'd like to know what concern that is of yours.

THE COOK: Because it's unscrupulous, that sort of thing is. How dare you meddle in other folks' business arrangements with your unwanted advice?

THE CHAPLAIN: Who's meddling? To Courage: I never knew this gentleman was such an intimate you had to account to him for everything.

MOTHER COURAGE: Keep your hair on, cook's only giving his personal opinion and you can't deny your war was a flop.

THE CHAPLAIN: You should not blaspheme against peace, Courage. You are a hyaena of the battlefield.

MOTHER COURAGE: I'm what?
THE COOK: If you’re going to insult this lady you’ll have to settle with me.

THE CHAPLAIN: It’s not you I’m talking to. Your intentions are only too transparent. To Courage: But when I see you picking up peace betwixt your finger and your thumb like some dirty old snot-rag, then my humanity feels outraged; for then I see that you don’t want peace but war, because you profit from it; in which case you shouldn’t forget the ancient saying that whosoever sups with the devil needs a long spoon.

MOTHER COURAGE: I got no use for war, and war ain’t got much use for me. But I’m not being called no hyaena, you and me’s through.

THE CHAPLAIN: Then why grumble about peace when everybody’s breathing sighs of relief? Because of some old junk in your cart?

MOTHER COURAGE: My goods ain’t old junk but what I lives by, and you too up to now.

THE CHAPLAIN: Off war, in other words. Aha.

THE COOK to the chaplain: You’re old enough to know it’s always a mistake offering advice. To Courage: Way things are, your best bet’s to get rid of certain goods quick as you can before prices hit rock-bottom. Dress yourself and get moving, not a moment to lose.

MOTHER COURAGE: That ain’t bad advice. I’ll do that, I guess.

THE CHAPLAIN: Because cooky says it.

MOTHER COURAGE: Why couldn’t you say it? He’s right, I’d best go off to market. Goes inside the cart.

THE COOK: That’s one to me, padre. You got no presence of mind. What you should of said was: what, me offer advice, all I done was discuss politics. Better not take me on. Cock-fighting don’t suit that get-up.

THE CHAPLAIN: If you don’t stop your gob I’ll murder you, get-up or no get-up.

THE COOK pulling off his boots and unwrapping his footcloths: Pity the war made such a godless shit of you, else you’d easily get another parsonage now it’s peacetime. Cooks won’t be needed, there’s nowt to cook, but faith goes on just the same, nowt changed in that direction.
THE CHAPLAIN: Mr Lamb, I'm asking you not to elbow me out. Since I came down in the world I've become a better person. I couldn't preach to anyone now.

*Enter Yvette Pottier in black, dressed up to the nines, carrying a cane. She is much older and fatter, and heavily powdered. She is followed by a manservant.*

YVETTE: Hullo there, everybody. Is this Mother Courage's establishment?

THE CHAPLAIN: It is. And with whom have we the honour . . . ?

YVETTE: With the Countess Starhemberg, my good man. Where's Courage?

THE CHAPLAIN *calls into the cart:* The Countess Starhemberg wishes to speak to you.

MOTHER COURAGE'S VOICE: Just coming.

YVETTE: It's Yvette.

MOTHER COURAGE'S VOICE: Oh, Yvette!

YVETTE: Come to see how you are. *Sees the cook turn round aghast:* Pieter!

THE COOK: Yvette!

YVETTE: Well I never! How d'you come to be here?

THE COOK: Got a lift.

THE CHAPLAIN: You know each other then? Intimately?

YVETTE: I should think so. *She looks the cook over.* Fat.

THE COOK: Not all that skinny yourself.

YVETTE: All the same I'm glad to see you, you shit. Gives me a chance to say what I think of you.

THE CHAPLAIN: You say it, in full; but don't start till Courage is out here.

MOTHER COURAGE *coming out with all kinds of goods:* Yvette! *They embrace.* But what are you in mourning for?

YVETTE: Suits me, don't it? My husband the colonel died a few years back.

MOTHER COURAGE: That old fellow what nearly bought the cart?

YVETTE: His elder brother.

MOTHER COURAGE: Then you're sitting pretty. Nice to find somebody what's made it in this war.

YVETTE: Up and down and up again, that's the way it went.
MOTHER COURAGE: I’m not hearing a word against colonels, they make a mint of money.

THE CHAPLAIN: I would put my boots back on if I were you.

To Yvette: You promised you would say what you think of the gentleman.

THE COOK: Don’t kick up a stink here, Yvette.

MOTHER COURAGE: Yvette, this is a friend of mine.

YVETTE: That’s old Puffing Piet.

THE COOK: Let’s drop the nicknames. I’m called Lamb.

MOTHER COURAGE laughs: Puffing Piet! Him as made all the women crazy! Here, I been looking after your pipe for you.

THE CHAPLAIN: Smoking it, too.

YVETTE: What luck I can warn you against him. Worst of the lot, he was, rampaging along the whole Flanders coastline. Got more girls in trouble than he has fingers.

THE COOK: That’s all a long while ago. Tain’t true anyhow.

YVETTE: Stand up when a lady brings you into the conversation! How I loved this man! All the time he had a little dark girl with bandy legs, got her in trouble too of course.

THE COOK: Got you into high society more like, far as I can see.

YVETTE: Shut your trap, you pathetic remnant! Better watch out for him, though; fellows like that are still dangerous even when on their last legs.

MOTHER COURAGE to Yvette: Come along, got to get rid of my stuff afore prices start dropping. You might be able to put a word in for me at regiment, with your connections. Calls into the cart: Katrin, church is off, I’m going to market instead. When Eilif turns up, one of you give him a drink. Exit with Yvette.

YVETTE as she leaves: Fancy a creature like that ever making me leave the straight and narrow path. Thank my lucky stars I managed to reach the top all the same. But I’ve cooked your goose, Puffing Piet, and that’s something that’ll be credited to me one day in the world to come.

THE CHAPLAIN: I would like to take as a text for our little talk ‘The mills of God grind slowly’. Weren’t you complaining about my jokes?

THE COOK: Dead out of luck, I am. It’s like this, you see: I
thought I might get a hot meal. Here am I starving, and now they’ll be talking about me and she’ll get quite a wrong picture. I think I’ll clear out before she’s back.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** I think so too.

**THE COOK:** Padre, I’m fed up already with this bloody peace. Human race has to go through fire and sword cause it’s sinful from the cradle up. I wish I could be roasting a fat capon once again for the general, wherever he’s got to, in mustard sauce with a carrot or two.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** Red cabbage. Red cabbage for a capon.

**THE COOK:** You’re right, but carrots was what he had to have.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** No sense of what’s fitting.

**THE COOK:** Not that it stopped you guzzling your share.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** With misgivings.

**THE COOK:** Anyway you must admit those were the days.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** I might admit it if pressed.

**THE COOK:** Now you’ve called her a hyaena your days here are finished. What you staring at?

**THE CHAPLAIN:** Eilif! *Eilif arrives, followed by soldiers with pikes. His hands are fettered. His face is chalky-white.*

What’s wrong?

**EILIF:** Where’s mother?

**THE CHAPLAIN:** Gone into town.

**EILIF:** I heard she was around. They’ve allowed me to come and see her.

**THE COOK to the soldiers:** What you doing with him?

**A SOLDIER:** Something not nice.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** What’s he been up to?

**THE SOLDIER:** Broke into a peasant’s place. The wife’s dead.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** How could you do a thing like that?

**EILIF:** It’s what I did last time, ain’t it?

**THE COOK:** Aye, but it’s peace now.

**EILIF:** Shut up. All right if I sit down till she comes?

**THE SOLDIER:** We’ve no time.

**THE CHAPLAIN:** In wartime they recommended him for that, sat him at the general’s right hand. Dashing, it was, in those days. Any chance of a word with the provost-marshal?
THE SOLDIER: Wouldn’t do no good. Taking some peasant’s cattle, what’s dashing about that?
THE COOK: Dumb, I call it.
EILIF: If I’d been dumb you’d of starved, clever bugger.
THE COOK: But as you were clever you’re going to be shot.
THE CHAPLAIN: We’d better fetch Kattrin out anyhow.
EILIF: Sooner have a glass of schnapps, could do with that.
THE SOLDIER: No time, come along.
THE CHAPLAIN: And what shall we tell your mother?
EILIF: Tell her it wasn’t any different, tell her it was the same thing. Or tell her nowt. The soldiers propel him away.
THE CHAPLAIN: I’ll accompany you on your grievous journey.
EILIF: Don’t need any bloody parsons.
THE CHAPLAIN: Wait and see. Follows him.
THE COOK calls after them: I’ll have to tell her, she’ll want to see him.
THE CHAPLAIN: I wouldn’t tell her anything. At most that he was here and will come again, maybe tomorrow. By then I’ll be back and can break it to her. Hurries off.
The cook looks after him, shaking his head, then walks restlessly around. Finally he comes up to the cart.
THE COOK: Hoy! Don’t you want to come out? I can understand you hiding away from peace. Like to do the same myself. Remember me, I’m general’s cook? I was wondering if you’d a bit of something to eat while I wait for your mum. I don’t half feel like a bit of pork, or bread even, just to fill the time. Peers inside. Head under blanket. Sound of gunfire off.
MOTHER COURAGE runs in, out of breath and with all her goods still: Cooky, peacetime’s over. War’s been on again three days now. Heard news before selling me stuff, thank God. They’re having a shooting match with Lutherans in town. We must get the cart away at once. Kattrin, pack up! What you in the dumps for? What’s wrong?
THE COOK: Nowt.
MOTHER COURAGE: Something is. I see it way you look.
THE COOK: ’Cause war’s starting up again, I s’pose. Looks as if it’ll be tomorrow night before I get next hot food inside me.
MOTHER COURAGE: You’re lying, cooky.
THE COOK: Eilif was here. Had to leave almost at once, though.
MOTHER COURAGE: Was he now? Then we'll be seeing him on march. I'm joining our side this time. How's he look?
THE COOK: Same as usual.
MOTHER COURAGE: Oh, he'll never change. Take more than war to steal him from me. Clever, he is. You going to help me get packed? Begins to pack up. What's his news? Still in general's good books? Say anything about his deeds of valour?
THE COOK glumly: Repeated one of them, I'm told.
MOTHER COURAGE: Tell it me later, we got to move off. Kattrin appears. Kattrin, peacetime's finished now. We're moving on. To the cook: How about you?
THE COOK: Have to join up again.
MOTHER COURAGE: Why don't you . . . Where's padre?
THE COOK: Went into town with Eilif.
MOTHER COURAGE: Then you come along with us a way. Need somebody to help me.
THE COOK: That business with Yvette, you know . . .
MOTHER COURAGE: Done you no harm in my eyes. Opposite. Where there's smoke there's fire, they say. You coming along?
THE COOK: I won't say no.
MOTHER COURAGE: The Twelfth moved off already. Take the shaft. Here's a bit of bread. We must get round behind to Lutherans. Might even be seeing Eilif tonight. He's my favourite one. Short peace, wasn't it? Now we're off again. She sings as the cook and Kattrin harness themselves up:

From Ulm to Metz, from Metz to Munich
Courage will see the war gets fed.
The war will show a well-filled tunic
Given its daily shot of lead.
But lead alone can hardly nourish
It must have soldiers to subsist.
It's you it needs to make it flourish.
The war's still hungry. So enlist!
IT IS THE SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF THE GREAT WAR OF FAITH. GERMANY HAS LOST MORE THAN HALF HER INHABITANTS. THOSE WHO SURVIVE THE BLOODBATH ARE KILLED OFF BY TERRIBLE EPIDEMICS. ONCE-FERTILE AREAS ARE RAVAGED BY FAMINE, WOLVES ROAM THE BURNT-OUT TOWNS. IN AUTUMN 1634 WE FIND COURAGE IN THE FICHTELGEBIRGE, OFF THE MAIN AXIS OF THE SWEDISH ARMIES. THE WINTER THIS YEAR IS EARLY AND HARSH. BUSINESS IS BAD, SO THAT THERE IS NOTHING TO DO BUT BEG. THE COOK GETS A LETTER FROM UTRECHT AND IS SENT PACKING.

Outside a semi-dilapidated parsonage.


THE COOK: It’s all dark, nobody up yet.
MOTHER COURAGE: Except it’s parson’s house. Have to crawl out of bed to ring bells. Then he’ll have hot soup.
THE COOK: What from when the whole village is burnt, we seen it.
MOTHER COURAGE: It’s lived in, though, dog was barking.
THE COOK: S’pose parson’s got, he’ll give nowt.
MOTHER COURAGE: Maybe if we sing. . .
THE COOK: I’ve had enough. Abruptly: Got a letter from Utrecht saying mother died of cholera and inn’s mine. Here’s the letter if you don’t believe me. No business of yours the way aunty goes on about my mode of existence, but have a look.
MOTHER COURAGE reads the letter: Lamb, I’m tired too of always being on the go. I feel like butcher’s dog, dragging meat round customers and getting nowt off it. I got nowt left to sell, and folk got nowt left to buy nowt with. Saxony a fellow in rags tried landing me a stack of old books for two eggs, Württemberg they wanted to swap their plough for a titchy bag of salt. What’s to plough for? Nowt growing no more, just brambles. In Pomerania villages are s’posed to have started in eating the younger kids, and nuns have been caught sticking folk up.

THE COOK: World’s dying out.

MOTHER COURAGE: Sometimes I sees meself driving through hell with me cart selling brimstone, or across heaven with packed lunches for hungry souls. Give me my kids what’s left, let’s find some place they ain’t shooting, and I’d like a few more years undisturbed.

THE COOK: You and me could get that inn going, Courage, think it over. Made up me mind in the night, I did: back to Utrecht with or without you, and starting today.

MOTHER COURAGE: Have to talk to Kattrin. That’s a bit quick for me; I’m against making decisions all freezing cold and nowt inside you. Kattrin! Kattrin climbs out of the cart. Kattrin, got something to tell you. Cook and I want to go to Utrecht. He’s been left an inn there. That’d be a settled place for you, let you meet a few people. Lots of ’em respect somebody mature, looks ain’t everything. I’d like it too. I get on with cook. Say one thing for him, got a head for business. We’d have our meals for sure, not bad, eh? And your own bed too; like that, wouldn’t you? Road’s no life really. God knows how you might finish up. Lousy already, you are. Have to make up our minds, see, we could move with the Swedes, up north, they’re somewhere up that way. She points to the left. Reckon that’s fixed, Kattrin.

THE COOK: Anna, I got something private to say to you.

MOTHER COURAGE: Get back in the cart, Kattrin.

Kattrin climbs back.

THE COOK: I had to interrupt, ’cause you don’t understand, far as I can see. I didn’t think there was need to say it, sticks out
a mile. But if it don’t, then let me tell you straight, no ques-
tion of taking her along, not on your life. You get me, eh.
Kattrin sticks her head out of the cart behind them and
listens.

MOTHER COURAGE: You mean I’m to leave Kattrin back here?
THE COOK: Use your imagination. Inn’s got no room. It ain’t
one of the sort got three bar parlours. Put our backs in it we
two’ll get a living, but not three, no chance of that. She can
keep cart.

MOTHER COURAGE: Thought she might find husband in
Utrecht.

THE COOK: Go on, make me laugh. Find a husband, how?
Dumb and that scar on top of it. And at her age?

MOTHER COURAGE: Don’t talk so loud.

THE COOK: Loud or soft, no getting over facts. And that’s an-
other reason why I can’t have her in the inn. Customers
don’t want to be looking at that all the time. Can’t blame
them.

MOTHER COURAGE: Shut your big mouth. I said not so loud.

THE COOK: Light’s on in parson’s house. We can try singing.

MOTHER COURAGE: Cooky, how’s she to pull the cart on her
own? War scares her. She’ll never stand it. The dreams she
must have. . . . I hear her nights groaning. Mostly after a bat-
tle. What’s she seeing in those dreams, I’d like to know. She’s
got a soft heart. Lately I found she’d got another hedgehog
tucked away what we’d run over.

THE COOK: Inn’s too small. Calls out: Ladies and gentlemen,
domestic staff and other residents! We are now going to give
you a song concerning Solomon, Julius Caesar and other fa-
mous personages what had bad luck. So’s you can see we’re
respectable folk, which makes it difficult to carry on, partic-
ularly in winter.

They sing:

You saw sagacious Solomon
You know what came of him.
To him complexities seemed plain.
He cursed the hour that gave birth to him
And saw that everything was vain.
How great and wise was Solomon!
The world however didn’t wait
But soon observed what followed on.
It’s wisdom that had brought him to this state—
How fortunate the man with none!

Yes, the virtues are dangerous stuff in this world, as this fine song proves, better not to have them and have a pleasant life and breakfast instead, hot soup for instance. Look at me: I haven’t any but I’d like some. I’m a serving soldier but what good did my courage do me in all them battles, nowt, here I am starving and better have been shit-scared and stayed at home. For why?

You saw courageous Caesar next
You know what he became.
They deified him in his life
Then had him murdered just the same.
And as they raised the fatal knife
How loud he cried: You too, my son!
The world however didn’t wait
But soon observed what followed on.
It’s courage that had brought him to that state.
How fortunate the man with none!

_Sotto voce:_ Don’t even look out. _Aloud:_ Ladies and gentlemen, domestic staff and other inmates! All right, you may say, gallantry never cooked a man’s dinner, what about trying honesty? You can eat all you want then, or anyhow not stay sober. How about it?

You heard of honest Socrates
The man who never lied:
They weren’t so grateful as you’d think
Instead the rulers fixed to have him tried
And handed him the poisoned drink.
How honest was the people’s noble son!
The world however didn’t wait
But soon observed what followed on.
It’s honesty that brought him to that state.
How fortunate the man with none!

Ah yes, they say be unselfish and share what you’ve got, but how about if you got nowt? It’s all very well to say the do-gooders have a hard time, but you still got to have something. Aye, unselfishness is a rare virtue, cause it just don’t pay.

Saint Martin couldn’t bear to see
His fellows in distress.
He met a poor man in the snow
And shared his cloak with him, we know.
Both of them therefore froze to death.
His place in Heaven was surely won!
The world however didn’t wait
But soon observed what followed on.
Unselfishness had brought him to that state.
How fortunate the man with none!

That’s how it is with us. We’re respectable folk, stick together, don’t steal, don’t murder, don’t burn places down. And all the time you might say we’re sinking lower and lower, and it’s true what the song says, and soup is few and far between, and if we weren’t like this but thieves and murderers I dare say we’d be eating our fill. For virtues aren’t their own reward, only wickednesses are, that’s how the world goes and it didn’t ought to.

.Here you can see respectable folk
Keeping to God’s own laws.
So far he hasn’t taken heed.
You who sit safe and warm indoors
Help to relieve our bitter need!
How virtuously we had begun!
The world however didn’t wait
But soon observed what followed on.
It’s fear of God that brought us to that state. How fortunate the man with none!

**VOICE from above:** Hey, you there! Come on up! There’s hot soup if you want.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** Lamb, me stomach won’t stand nowt. ’Tain’t that it ain’t sensible, what you say, but is that your last word? We got on all right.

**THE COOK:** Last word. Think it over.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** I’ve nowt to think. I’m not leaving her here.

**THE COOK:** That’s proper senseless, nothing I can do about it though. I’m not a brute, just the inn’s a small one. So now we better get on up, or there’ll be nowt here either and wasted time singing in the cold.

**MOTHER COURAGE:** I’ll get Kattrin.

**THE COOK:** Better bring a bit back for her. Scare them if they sees three of us coming. *Exeunt both.*

*Kattrin climbs out of the cart with a bundle. She looks around to see if the other two have gone. Then she takes an old pair of trousers of the cook’s and a skirt of her mother’s, and lays them side by side on one of the wheels, so that they are easily seen. She has finished and is picking up her bundle to go, when Mother Courage comes back from the house.*

**MOTHER COURAGE with a plate of soup:** Kattrin! Will you stop there? Kattrin! Where you off to with that bundle? Has the devil himself taken you over? *She examines the bundle.* She’s packed her things. You been listening? I told him nowt doing, Utrecht, his rotten inn, what’d we be up to there? You and me, inn’s no place for us. Still plenty to be got out of war. *She sees the trousers and the skirt.* You’re plain stupid. S’pose I’d seen that, and you gone away? *She holds Kattrin back as she tries to break away.* Don’t you start thinking it’s on your account I given him the push. It was the cart, that’s it. Catch me leaving my cart I’m used to, it ain’t you, it’s for the cart, We’ll go off in t’other direction, and we’ll throw cook’s stuff out so he finds it, silly man. *She climbs in and throws out a few other articles in the direction of the trousers.* There, he’s
out of our business now, and I ain’t having nobody else in, ever. You and me’ll carry on now. This winter will pass, same as all the others. Get hitched up, it looks like snow. They both harness themselves to the cart, then wheel it round and drag it off. When the cook arrives he looks blankly at his kit.
DURING THE WHOLE OF 1635 MOTHER COURAGE AND HER DAUGHTER KATTRIN TRAVEL OVER THE HIGH ROADS OF CENTRAL GERMANY, IN THE WAKE OF THE INCREASINGLY BEDRAGGLED ARMIES.

High road.

Mother Courage and Kattrin are pulling the cart. They pass a peasant’s house inside which there is a voice singing.

THE VOICE:

The roses in our arbour
Delight us with their show:
They have such lovely flowers
Repaying all our labour
After the summer showers.
Happy are those with gardens now:
They have such lovely flowers.

When winter winds are freezing
As through the woods they blow
Our home is warm and pleasing.
We fixed the thatch above it
With straw and moss we wove it.
Happy are those with shelter now
When winter winds are freezing.

Mother Courage and Kattrin pause to listen, then continue pulling.
JANUARY 1636. THE EMPEROR’S TROOPS ARE THREATENING THE PROTESTANT TOWN OF HALLE. THE STONE BEGINS TO SPEAK. MOTHER COURAGE LOSES HER DAUGHTER AND TRUDGES ON ALONE. THE WAR IS A LONG WAY FROM BEING OVER.

The cart is standing, much the worse for wear, alongside a peasant’s house with a huge thatched roof, backing on a wall of rock. It is night.

An ensign and three soldiers in heavy armour step out of the wood.

THE ENSIGN: I want no noise now. Anyone shouts, shove your pike into him.
FIRST SOLDIER: Have to knock them up, though, if we’re to find a guide.
THE ENSIGN: Knocking sounds natural. Could be a cow bumping the stable wall.
The soldiers knock on the door of the house. The peasant’s wife opens it. They stop her mouth. Two soldiers go in.
MAN’S VOICE within: What is it?
The soldiers bring out the peasant and his son.
THE ENSIGN pointing at the cart, where Katrin’s head has appeared: There’s another one. A soldier drags her out. Anyone else live here beside you lot?
THE PEASANTS: This is our son. And she’s dumb. Her mother’s gone into town to buy stuff. For their business, ’cause so many people’s getting out and selling things cheap. They’re just passing through. Canteen folk.
THE ENSIGN: I’m warning you, keep quiet, or if there’s the least noise you get a pike across your nut. Now I want someone to
come with us and show us the path to the town. Points to the young peasant. Here, you.

THE YOUNG PEASANT: I don’t know no path.
SECOND SOLDIER grinning: He don’t know no path.
THE YOUNG PEASANT: I ain’t helping Catholics.
THE ENSIGN to the second soldier: Stick your pike in his ribs.
THE YOUNG PEASANT forced to his knees, with the pike threatening him: I won’t do it, not to save my life.
FIRST SOLDIER: I know what’ll change his mind. Goes towards the stable. Two cows and an ox. Listen, you: if you’re not reasonable I’ll chop up your cattle.
THE YOUNG PEASANT: No, not that!
THE PEASANT’S WIFE weeps: Please spare our cattle, captain, it’d be starving us to death.
THE ENSIGN: They’re dead if he goes on being obstinate.
FIRST SOLDIER: I’m taking the ox first.
THE YOUNG PEASANT to his father: Have I got to? The wife nods. Right.
THE PEASANT’S WIFE: And thank you kindly, captain, for sparing us, for ever and ever, Amen.
The peasant stops his wife from further expressions of gratitude.
FIRST SOLDIER: I knew the ox was what they minded about most, was I right?
Guided by the young peasant, the ensign and his men continue on their way.
THE PEASANT: What are they up to, I’d like to know. Nowt good.
THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Perhaps they’re just scouting. What you doing?
THE PEASANT putting a ladder against the roof and climbing up it: Seeing if they’re on their own. From the top: Something moving in the wood. Can see something down by the quarry. And there are men in armour in the clearing. And a gun. That’s at least a regiment. God’s mercy on the town and everyone in it!
THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Any lights in the town?
THE PEASANT: No. They’ll all be asleep. Climbs down. If those people get in they’ll butcher the lot.
THE PEASANT'S WIFE: Sentries're bound to spot them first.
THE PEASANT: Sentry in the tower up the hill must have been killed, or he'd have blown his bugle.
THE PEASANT'S WIFE: If only there were more of us.
THE PEASANT: Just you and me and that cripple.
THE PEASANT'S WIFE: Nowt we can do, you'd say . . .
THE PEASANT: Nowt.
THE PEASANT'S WIFE: Can't possibly run down there in the blackness.
THE PEASANT: Whole hillside's crawling with 'em. We could give a signal.
THE PEASANT'S WIFE: What, and have them butcher us too?
THE PEASANT: You're right, nowt we can do.
THE PEASANT'S WIFE to Kattrin: Pray, poor creature, pray!
Nowt we can do to stop bloodshed. You can't talk, maybe, but at least you can pray. He'll hear you if no one else can. I'll help you. All kneel, Kattrin behind the two peasants. Our Father, which art in Heaven, hear Thou our prayer, let not the town be destroyed with all what's in it sound asleep and suspecting nowt. Arouse Thou them that they may get up and go to the walls and see how the enemy approacheth with pikes and guns in the blackness across fields below the slope. Turning to Kattrin: Guard Thou our mother and ensure that the watchman sleepest not but wakes up, or it will be too late. Succour our brother-in-law also, he is inside there with his four children, spare Thou them, they are innocent and know nowt. To Kattrin, who gives a groan: One of them's not two yet, the eldest's seven. Kattrin stands up distractedly. Our Father, hear us, for only Thou canst help; we look to be doomed, for why, we are weak and have no pike and nowt and can risk nowt and are in Thy hand along with our cattle and all the farm, and same with the town, it too is in Thy hand and the enemy is before the walls in great strength.
Unobserved, Kattrin has slipped away to the cart and taken from it something which she hides beneath her apron; then she climbs up the ladder on to the stable roof.
THE PEASANT'S WIFE: Forget not the children, what are in
danger, the littlest ones especially, the old folk what can’t move, and every living creature.

THE PEASANT: And forgive us our trespasses as we forgive them that trespass against us. Amen.

Sitting on the roof, Katrin begins to beat the drum which she has pulled out from under her apron.

THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Jesus Christ, what’s she doing?

THE PEASANT: She’s out of her mind.

THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Quick, get her down.

The peasant hurries to the ladder, but Katrin pulls it up on to the roof.

THE PEASANT’S WIFE: She’ll do us in.

THE PEASANT: Stop drumming at once, you cripple!

THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Bringing the Catholics down on us!

THE PEASANT looking for stones to throw: I’ll stone you.

THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Where’s your feelings? Where’s your heart? We’re done for if they come down on us. Slit our throats, they will. Katrin stares into the distance towards the town and carries on drumming.

THE PEASANT’S WIFE to her husband: I told you we shouldn’t have allowed those vagabonds on to farm. What do they care if our last cows are taken?

THE ENSIGN runs in with his soldiers and the young peasant:

I’ll cut you to ribbons, all of you!

THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Please, sir, it’s not our fault, we couldn’t help it. It was her sneaked up there. A foreigner.

THE ENSIGN: Where’s the ladder?

THE PEASANT: There.

THE ENSIGN calls up: I order you, throw that drum down.

Katrin goes on drumming.

THE ENSIGN: You’re all in this together. It’ll be the end of you.

THE PEASANT: They been cutting pine trees in that wood. How about if we got one of the trunks and poked her off. . .

FIRST SOLDIER to the ensign: Permission to make a suggestion, sir! He whispers something in the ensign’s ear. Listen, we got a suggestion could help you. Get down off there and come into town with us right away. Show us which your mother is and we’ll see she ain’t harmed.
Katrin goes on drumming.

THE ENSIGN pushes him roughly aside: She doesn’t trust you; with a mug like yours it’s not surprising. Calls up: Suppose I gave you my word? I can give my word of honour as an officer. Katrin drums harder.

THE ENSIGN: Is nothing sacred to her?

THE YOUNG PEASANT: There’s more than her mother involved, sir.

FIRST SOLDIER: This can’t go on much longer. They’re bound to hear in the town.

THE ENSIGN: We’ll have somehow to make a noise that’s louder than her drumming. What can we make a noise with?

FIRST SOLDIER: Thought we weren’t s’posed to make no noise.

THE ENSIGN: A harmless one, you fool. A peaceful one.

THE PEASANT: I could chop wood with my axe.

THE ENSIGN: Good: you chop. The peasant fetches his axe and attacks a tree-trunk. Chop harder! Harder! You’re chopping for your life. Katrin has been listening, drumming less loudly the while. She now looks wildly round, and goes on drumming.

THE ENSIGN: Not loud enough. To the first soldier: You chop too.

THE PEASANT: Only got the one axe. Stops chopping.

THE ENSIGN: We’ll have to set the farm on fire. Smoke her out, that’s it.

THE PEASANT: It wouldn’t help, captain. If the townspeople see a fire here they’ll know what’s up.

Katrin has again been listening as she drums. At this point she laughs.

THE ENSIGN: Look at her laughing at us. I’m not having that. I’ll shoot her down, and damn the consequences. Fetch the harquebus.

Three soldiers hurry off. Katrin goes on drumming.

THE PEASANT’S WIFE: I got it, captain. That’s their cart. If we smash it up she’ll stop. Cart’s all they got.

THE ENSIGN to the young peasant: Smash it up. Calls up: We’re going to smash up your cart if you don’t stop drumming. The young peasant gives the cart a few feeble blows.
THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Stop it, you animal!
    Desperately looking towards the cart, Kattrin emits pitiful noises. But she goes on drumming.
THE ENSIGN: Where are those clodhoppers with the harquebus?
FIRST SOLDIER: Can’t have heard nowt in town yet, else we’d be hearing their guns.
THE ENSIGN calls up: They can’t hear you at all. And now we’re going to shoot you down. For the last time: throw down that drum!
THE YOUNG PEASANT suddenly flings away his plank: Go on drumming! Or they’ll all be killed! Go on, go on. . . .
    The soldier knocks him down and beats him with his pike. Kattrin starts to cry, but she goes on drumming.
THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Don’t strike his back! For God’s sake, you’re beating him to death!
    The soldiers hurry in with the harquebus.
SECOND SOLDIER: Colonel’s frothing at the mouth, sir. We’re all for court-martial.
THE ENSIGN: Set it up! Set it up! Calls up while the gun is being erected: For the very last time: stop drumming!
    Kattrin, in tears, drums as loud as she can. Fire! The soldiers fire. Kattrin is hit, gives a few more drumbeats and then slowly crumples.
THE ENSIGN: That’s the end of that.
    But Kattrin’s last drumbeats are taken up by the town’s cannon.
    In the distance can be heard a confused noise of tocsins and gunfire.
FIRST SOLDIER: She’s made it.
BEFORE FIRST LIGHT. SOUND OF THE FIFES AND DRUMS OF TROOPS MARCHING OFF INTO THE DISTANCE.

In front of the cart Mother Courage is squatting by her daughter. The peasant family are standing near her.

THE PEASANTS with hostility: You must go, missis. There's only one more regiment behind that one. You can't go on your own. MOTHER COURAGE: I think she's going to sleep. She sings:

Lullaby baby
What's that in the hay?
Neighbours' kids grizzle
But my kids are gay.
Neighbours' are in tatters
And you're dressed in lawn
Cut down from the raiment an
Angel has worn.
Neighbours' kids go hungry
And you shall eat cake
Suppose it's too crumbly
You've only to speak.
Lullaby baby
What's that in the hay?
The one lies in Poland
The other—who can say?

Better if you'd not told her nowt about your brother-in-law's kids.

THE PEASANT: If you'd not gone into town to get your cut it might never of happened.
MOTHER COURAGE: Now she’s asleep.
THE PEASANT’S WIFE: She ain’t asleep. Can’t you see she’s passed over?
THE PEASANT: And it’s high time you got away yourself. There are wolves around and, what’s worse, marauders.
MOTHER COURAGE: Aye.
She goes and gets a tarpaulin to cover the dead girl with.
THE PEASANT’S WIFE: Ain’t you got nobody else? What you could go to?
MOTHER COURAGE: Aye, one left. Eilif.
THE PEASANT as Mother Courage covers the dead girl: Best look for him, then. We’ll mind her, see she gets proper burial. Don’t you worry about that.
MOTHER COURAGE: Here’s money for expenses.
She counts out coins into the peasant’s hands.
The peasant and his son shake hands with her and carry Kat-trin away.
THE PEASANT’S WIFE as she leaves: I’d hurry.
MOTHER COURAGE harnessing herself to the cart: Hope I can pull the cart all right by meself. Be all right, nowt much inside it. Got to get back in business again.
Another regiment with its fifes and drums marches past in the background.
MOTHER COURAGE tugging the cart: Take me along!
Singing is heard from offstage:

With all its luck and all its danger
The war is dragging on a bit
Another hundred years or longer
The common man won’t benefit.
Filthy his food, no soap to shave him.
The regiment steals half his pay.
But still a miracle may save him:
Tomorrow is another day!
The new year’s come. The watchmen shout.
The thaw sets in. The dead remain.
Wherever life has not died out
It staggers to its feet again.